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A pump is the heart of fluid power systems, it has a significant impact on the efficiency 
of many fluid power systems. Motors are the most common rotary actuators in fluid 
power systems. State-of-the-art pump/motor units can achieve efficiencies higher than 90% 
when operating at maximum displacement; however, as the displacement drops, the 
efficiency of these units drops to below 50%. A new digital pump/motor design aims at 
increasing these efficiencies by utilizing two electrically controlled high speed on/off 
valves per displacement chamber; these valves provide the ability to achieve variable 
displacement and allow freedom in choosing operating strategies. Such a design reduces 
the compressibility and leakage losses since the chamber would only be pressurized 
during the working cycle. 
A simulation model was developed to predict the effects of the valve timing on the 
behavior of the digital pump/motor. Simulation and experimental testing showed that 
valve timing is crucial for the success of digital pump/motors. This work addressed the 
valve limitations on the experimental test stand by investigating a new set of valves 
which could deliver faster switching times. When tested at 103 bar differential pressure, 
500 rpm at 120 F, these valves provided up to 50% improvement in switching times, 
resulting in up to 15% simulated increase in the digital pump/motor’s overall efficiency 
and up to 12% increase in overall efficiency experimentally. The model was also used to 
investigate different valve timing algorithms, showing that the pressure ripples on the 







developed to calculate the simulated delays, and it was experimentally validated with a 
real-time valve timing correction algorithm. 
A mode switching algorithm was investigated. Each operating strategy (partial flow 
diverting/limiting and sequential) has its advantages and disadvantages which vary 
depending on the operating conditions and system parameters. An algorithm was written 
to actively select the most efficient operating strategy. Experiments were conducted at 
speeds of 300, 500, and 700 rpm, differential pressures of 34.5, 103.4, and 172.4 bar, and 
displacements of 50, 75, and 100 %. For a 3-piston digital pump/motor unit with 
accumulators installed on both ports, sequential operating strategies yielded the highest 






CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Fluid Power is a technology which uses pressurized fluids to generate, control, and 
transmit power from one location to another by using of small components. Fluid power 
can be divided into four main areas, mobile hydraulics, industrial hydraulics, pneumatics 
and aerospace.  It is widely used in industrial equipment and mobile machines because of 
its high power density, relatively lower cost, ease of operation, versatility, manageability 
and controllability. Hydraulic oil is usually used as the working fluid in most fluid power 
systems because of its low freezing point, good lubrication, relatively large bulk modulus 
and high boiling point.  
Fluid power can transfer power over large distances in a more economical way compared 
to mechanical systems, and it can be transferred in vast amounts compared to electrical 
systems which are limited by the materials used. Fluid power systems are also easier to 
operate and maintain because it uses less moving parts compared to electrical and 
mechanical systems, which decreases the rate of failure, increasing the reliability and 
compactness of the machine. Fluid power is also used in hydrostatic transmissions which 
are commonly found in heavy mobile machinery, but could be applied to most machines. 
Hydraulic systems are composed of multiple components; one key component found in 
almost all hydraulic applications is the pump/motor; a pump is used to convert 
mechanical energy into hydraulic energy, while the motor converts hydraulic energy into 
mechanical energy. Energy is usually transferred to a pump through a prime mover, 
usually an electric motor. Most machines use several pump/motors in the system, so the 
overall efficiency of the system is greatly influenced by the pump/motor unit efficiency. 
Current state-of-the-art variable displacement pump/motors are efficient when operating 
at full displacement. However, as the displacement of the unit starts to decrease, their 
efficiency drops to as low as 30% at low displacements. This inefficiency at low 






scale downward with displacement due to pressure in the displacement chamber 
remaining high even at low displacements. In addition, compressibility losses increase 
because the stroke of the piston decreases as the displacement decreases, increasing the 
dead volume in the cylinder, and thus increasing the compressibility losses. 
Digital pump/motors aim to increase the efficiency over a wide range of displacement; it 
is based on the concept of actively controlling two on/off valves connected to each 
displacement chamber. The unit displacement is varied by actively controlling the valve 
opening and closing during the piston stroke. This freedom in valve control allows for 
multiple operating strategies to be employed; partial flow diverting, partial flow limiting, 
sequential flow diverting, and sequential flow limiting. Such a design removes the valve 
plate and thus eliminates the shear losses between the valve plate and the cylinder. It 
would also decrease leakage because the displacement chambers are not always under 
high pressure, so leakage would scale downward with displacement. This technology will 
benefit many hydraulic systems and could potentially be used in wind energy conversion 
(Payne et al, 2005, Rampen, 2010) and active controlled vehicle suspension (Song, 2009). 
A 3-piston digital pump/motor simulation model was developed by Merrill (2012) to 
study the different variables and design parameters needed for designing a test stand as 
well as simulate the response and behavior of the digital pump/motor under different 
operating strategies and conditions, a detailed description of the simulation model and 
design parameters could be found in Merrill (2012). A prototype unit was then built and 
tested to experimentally evaluate the digital pump/motor and its operating strategies, 
more information regarding the 3-piston digital pump/motor prototype could be found in 
Holland (2012).  
Merrill et al (2013) simulated the percentage loss from theoretical power in a 7-piston 
digital pump/motor configuration when the valves open and close with a delay error and a 
one millisecond transition time; the simulation was conducted at a speed of 3000 rpm, 
differential pressure of 300 bar, and a displacement of 57%. A small delay in the valve 
timing drastically increases the valve losses, causing the losses to reach 44% of 






2013). For example, if pumping, a small delay in the opening of the inlet valve in a 
partial flow diverting or limiting strategy could cause a pressure drop or voiding in the 
chamber during suction; and an early opening in the outlet valve would cause pump flow 
from the high pressure line into the piston chamber causing flow losses and possibly 
damaging the piston chamber in the case of flow limiting mode. If the valve opened as 
expected, the losses across the valve would only be six percent, which is the valve 
throttling losses across the valve flow area. 
1.1. Research Objectives 
Both simulation and experimental testing demonstrate that valve response time and 
repeatability is critical to achieving the performance potential of the digital pump/motor. 
This work builds up on previous work done by Merrill (2012) and Holland (2012) and 
has five objectives. 
Objective A was to investigate the impacts of valve timing on pump/motor performance 
and utilize a simulation model to improve and optimize the 3-piston digital pump/motor. 
This model was based on a previous model developed by Merrill (Merrill et al, 2013). 
Objective B was to experimentally investigate the impact of valve timing errors on 
pump/motor performance, and the limitations of current valves. This was accomplished 
by testing faster valves using a peak-and-hold and reverse current driving strategy with 
the goal of decreasing the valve response time and increasing the digital pump/motor’s 
efficiency. 
Objective C was to investigate algorithms to optimize the valve timing using a real-time 
pressure based valve correction method to calculate the valve delay in real time and 
incorporate the calculated time into the algorithms. 
Objective D was to investigate an algorithm to switch between the pump/motor operating 






operating conditions on the operating modes and how to transition between these modes 
to choose the optimal operating mode for the desired pressure, flow, and displacement;. 
1.2. Motivation 
A recent study by the Department of Energy (DOE) was presented by Lonnie Love from 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory at the International Fluid Power Exposition conference, 
Love reported that around two to three percent of the energy used in the US is consumed 
by driving fluid power components; this is reflected in around three Quads of energy used 
per year (1 Quad = 1e15 Btu), or equivalent to spending $50B/year on fluid power energy. 
This is divided between mobile hydraulics which uses between 0.4 and 1.2 Quads of 
energy per year, industrial hydraulics which uses around 1.1 Quads of energy per year, 
pneumatic equipment uses 0.5 Quads of energy per year, and aerospace using 0.02 Quads 
of energy per year.  
The average efficiency of existing mobile hydraulic systems is less than 21%, with losses 
totaling more than all the energy produced by all renewable energy sources combined 
(Love, 2014), so a small increase in the overall efficiency of fluid power systems would 
result in significant energy and money savings. For example, the DOE study estimates 
that a mere five percent increase in the overall efficiency from 21% to 26% in hydraulic 
systems would save the US around 0.4 Quads of energy per year, which is equivalent to 
saving eight billion dollars per year at a gas price of $2.46/gal. Love also reported that a 
15% increase in the overall efficiency from 21% to 36% would save the US 0.8 Quads of 
energy per year, which is equivalent to saving 16 billion dollars annually. 
These money savings were reported at a diesel price of $2.46/gal at the time of the study, 
but the United States Energy Information Administration (eia) reported a current price of 
about $2.90/gal and the prices are projected to keep increasing on the long run, as shown 
in Figure 1.1, which will create a potential concern in many fluid power systems. More 
efficient systems can curtain this threat and their impact will only increase as energy 







Figure 1.1: On-Highway diesel fuel price chart in the United states (Data provided by the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration) 
In addition to energy savings, an increase in efficiency in fluid power systems can have a 
substantial impact on the environment. Love reported that around 7% to 8% of CO2 
emissions are produced by diesel engines powering fluid power systems, so a five percent 
increase in the efficiency of those systems from 21% to 26% will allow manufacturers to 
use smaller diesel engines on the same machine, allowing them to size the engine down 
while maintaining performance, thus saving them money and decreasing the CO2 
emissions to the environment by up to 90 million tons per years. 
Such numbers have created the need for more research in fluid power disciplines in the 
United States. According to Kim Stelson, the director of the Center of Compact and 
Efficient Fluid Power, fluid power research has been stagnate for the past few decades 
with only recent revival, but this has not been the case historically; universities in the US 
were leaders in fluid power research  from the 1950s and 1960s, as shown in Figure 1.2. 
In 2006, the Center for Compact and Efficient Fluid Power (CCEFP) was created, which 






this center was to create compact, efficient and effective hydraulic and pneumatic 
technology. 
 
Figure 1.2: The history of fluid power research, (Kim Stelson, State of the Center 
Address Webcast, 2013) 
Ample opportunities exist to improve fluid power systems. These efficiency 
improvements could be achieved by improving the single components which are the basis 
of fluid power systems (pumps, motors, valves, etc.), or by improving the system 
configuration which makes the system more efficient.  
System improvements could be done by using the same hydraulic components in a 
smarter hydraulic circuit which would result in more energy savings. For example, 
research has been conducted on improving state-of-the-art machines by using 
displacement control rather than load sensing architecture; displacement control 
eliminates the valve throttling losses by utilizing one variable displacement pump/motor 
per cylinder to control the motion of the different actuators in the system. Such a 






compared to load sensing machines (Zimmerman et al., 2011, Busquets and Ivantysynova, 
2014). 
Improvements in hydraulic components are crucial; these improvements could affect 
different state-of-the-art or conventional systems or traditional systems. Component 
improvement will also influence the configurations done on the system level. For 
example, a more efficient pump will result in high energy savings in a displacement 
controlled machine which uses an individual pump for each piston.  
Digital pump/motors have been proposed in literature; they use high speed on/off valves 
to achieve high efficiency over a wide range of displacement. Several challenges face this 
technology because of the complexity of the systems, the need of additional electrical 
energy, and the heavy demand on controls and data acquisition. To get digital 
pump/motors closer to be implemented on a test bed, this work investigated improving 
the response time of valves and switching between operating strategies while reducing 
the number of sensors needed on the test bed. 
1.3. Organization 
Chapter two represents background research on digital hydraulic systems and their 
evolution up to the current state-of-the-art hydraulic machines. Previous digital 
pump/motor units are discussed, with their advantages, drawbacks, and limitations. 
Chapter three describes the simulation model for the digital pump/motor and the 
modifications and improvements done to the model from previous work. 
Chapter four discusses the limitations of the current set of valves and presents an 
experimental study on a new set of faster valves; the experiments were done using a 
peak-and-hold and reverse current driving strategy aiming at decreasing the valve 






Chapter five discusses ways to improve the valve switching timing by applying a 
pressure based valve correction algorithm to calculate the valve delay in real time and 
incorporate the calculated time into the algorithm. 
Chapter six investigates a mode switching algorithm which studies the effects of valve 
speeds, opening areas, pressures and all other parameters on the operating modes and 
how to transition between these modes to choose the best mode for the current operation; 
the logic behind the need to operate in different modes and the dynamics to how to 
smoothly transition between these modes is discussed. 
Chapter seven presents the conclusions for the previous chapters and the proposed future 
work. 
1.4. Primary Contributions 
 Development of a physics based simulation model to investigate valve timing and 
mode switching for a digital pump/motor 
 Investigation of the impact of valve timing for a digital pump/motor 
 Development and testing of a valve time correction algorithm for digital 
pump/motors 
 Investigation of mode switching algorithm which maximizes efficiency and 





CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
2.1. Digital Hydraulics 
A pump converts mechanical energy into hydraulic energy, whereas a motor converts 
hydraulic energy into mechanical energy. Units can be divided into two main categories, 
non-positive displacement units and positive displacement units.  
Positive displacement machines are units which are capable of operating at high pressures, 
typically as low as 250 bar and can go up to 1200 bar for in-line piston machines 
(Ivantysyn & Ivantysynova, 2003). Positive displacement units can also be divided into 
two categories, fixed displacement units and variable displacement units. A fixed 
displacement pump is the unit which is capable of delivering a fixed amount of flow into 
the hydraulic system per shaft revolution and is capable of generating enough power to 
overcome the pressure presented by the load. The main fixed displacement machines are 
gear, screw, inline, radial, and vane machines. More information on these machines could 
be found in Ivantysyn and Ivantysynova (2003). 
Variable displacement machines are units capable of changing the volume of the flow 
delivered into the hydraulic system. The main type of variable displacement machines are 
piston machines. Piston units are used due to their high pressure capabilities, high speed, 
their ability to handle high flow rates and relatively good efficiencies. They are widely 
used in hydraulics, especially in construction machines and mobile equipment. Axial 
piston machines are the main variable displacement piston units and can be divided into 
two main types of units, axial piston machine of swash plate design, and axial piston 







Digital hydraulics is an emerging field in fluid power; it is a promising technology which 
could potentially complement conventional hydraulic units and systems. Digital 
hydraulics is based on using digital electronics and advanced controls in fluid power to 
improve the system and achieve better efficiencies, energy savings, and productivity. 
Digital hydraulics can occur at system level, like power management systems, or at 
component level, like pumps or motors. 
Merrill et al. (2010) discussed the differences between digital hydraulics and digital 
electronics, as shown in Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2; there is a significant difference in the stored 
energy (capacitive and inductive), speeds, and time constants between hydraulic and 
electric systems. The capacitance, or fluid compressibility in hydraulics, is much larger 
than the capacitance in digital systems, which leads to high compressibility losses. The 
speeds are also faster in digital systems, a high speed on/off valve would have a transition 
time of a couple of milliseconds; however, a MOSFET has a switching time of 50 ns. 
 














2.1.1. Digital Technologies 
Linjama and Vilenius (2007) classified digital technologies in hydraulic systems into 
three main classes, on/off technology, switching technology, and digital hydraulics, 
shown with examples in Figure 2.1. On/off technology refers to a system which has two 
possible options, such as having a valve in an on or off state, a pump rotating or not, a 
cylinder moving or fixed, or an accumulator at high or low pressure. Switching 






filtering), just like electric switching systems, to deliver an analog like output. The most 
common technology is the pulse width modulated (PWM) on/off valve. However, state-
of-the-art high speed valves can’t deliver large flow rates at fast switching speeds with 
low energy requirements; this challenge has slowed down the progress in switching 
technologies and lead researchers to investigate new actuation systems, one of which uses 
energy coupling with a rotating disk to achieve extremely fast actuation (Skelton et al., 
2013). Digital hydraulics is the third class of digital technology defined by Linjama; it 
utilizes components which are connected in parallel, outputting discrete flow in the 
system which is controlled by the state of the component. Examples of digital hydraulic 
circuits, shown in Figure 2.1, would be parallel connected valves (h), parallel connected 
pumps (i), parallel connected actuators (j), and parallel connected accumulators (k). 
Unlike switching technologies, digital hydraulics does not require fast switching to 
deliver discrete flow. The output in this class would be defined by the on/off state of the 
component, thus the flow delivered would be the sum of the flow in each component with 
an ON state. 
For example, Linajama and Vilenius (2007) stated that although parallel connected on/off 
valves are an old invention (Rickenberg, 1930, Bower, 1961) and has a lot of advantages, 
it hadn’t been widely used in the 20th century (Virvalo, 1978, Liu et al.,2001, Tanaka, 
1988). The most important advantages are energy savings, fail tolerant design because the 
system would still function in case of failure in one valve, and good performance 
compared to analogue counterparts. 
Parallel connected pumps (i), shown in Figure 2.1, are widely used in many industrial 
applications, each unit can be separately controlled as a pump, motor, or in idling mode. 
Flow could be varied by controlling the state of the valves during operation; one example 
which uses parallel connected pumps is the discrete flow pumps which utilize several 
pumps of different sizes to incrementally vary the output flow of the system. 
A different approach to actively varying the flow of the unit is to use a digital 
displacement technology, shown in Figure 2.1 (i), which consists of actively controlling 






valves per cylinder, this would allow freedom in operating in motoring, pumping, or 
idling modes. It also allows to actively varying the displacement of the unit per shaft 
revolution resulting in considerably better efficiencies.  
 
Figure 2.1: Classification of digital technologies in hydraulic circuits with example 







2.2. Operating Strategies 
With the advancement in technology and the emerging of the digital technologies in fluid 
power, high speed on/off valves were implemented in pump/motors to create a new class 
of pump/motors which would maintain a high efficiency over a wide range of 
displacement. Such a configuration is shown in Figure 2.2; each displacement chamber 
has two high speed on/off valves connected to it, one controlling the flow from the 
suction line and the other controlling the flow to the high pressure line. Since the valves 
could be electrically controlled and could open against high pressures, freedom in 
operating strategies (Partial flow-diverting, partial flow-limiting, sequential flow-
diverting, and sequential flow-limiting) could be achieved by actively controlling the 
opening and closing of the valve in real time. This had led to optimizing the valve timing 
independently of operating conditions allowing for pre-compression and decompression. 
More discussion about the operating strategies (Partial flow diverting and partial flow 
limiting) and the configurations of the digital pump/motor unit could be found in Neiling 






Figure 2.2: Digital pump/motor configuration, Breidi et al. (2015) 
2.2.1. Partial Flow-Diverting 
Flow-diverting refers to the strategy where the excess fluid is diverted back from the 
displacement chamber to the low pressure port instead of delivering it to the high 
pressure port, so any displacement percentage (0 to 100%) could be achieved by defining 
the amount of flow diverted back to the low pressure port. Figure 2.3 shows a 50% 
displacement pumping cycle. Starting from the piston at TDC, valve 1 would be kept 
open while having valve 2 closed, the piston would move down to BDC and fill the 
chamber with fluid; both valve states would then be kept the same as the piston is moving 
up, so the fluid would be diverted back to the low pressure chamber through valve 1 until 
the volume of the fluid in the chamber a bit larger than 50% of the full displacement; at 
that instant, valve 1 shuts to allow to pre-compression of the fluid and then valve 2 opens 






percentage could be obtained by diverting the flow back into the low pressure port. Such 
a strategy would be highly dependent on the valve opening area because the main losses 
would be valve metering losses. 
Figure 2.3: Partial flow-diverting pumping strategy 
The piston-by-piston partial flow-diverting pumping strategy was researched by Rampen 






check valve on the low pressure port of a pump was implemented on a fixed 
displacement check valve pump; the latching check valve allowed to divert flow back to 
the low pressure chamber, allowing for variable displacement in pumping. Since such a 
design would only allow pumping, Rampen et al. (1994) installed a latching check valve 
on the high pressure port of the unit; this would allow the unit to be operated in both 
pumping and motoring. However, due to the low forces generated by the coil, the 
latching check valves can’t open against high pressures, increasing the sensitivity of the 
unit on valve timing. In addition, the high and low pressure ports can’t be flipped since 
latching check valves were used. 
A partial flow-diverting motoring strategy is shown in Figure 2.4. It is similar to the 
pumping concept where excess flow is pumped to the discharge chamber. The piston 
starts at TDC, valve 1 is closed while valve 2 is open; so the high pressure fluid exerts a 
force on the piston, moving it down and filling the chamber. Valve 2 closes when the 
chamber has the required displaced fluid (50% in this case) and the fluid is then 
decompressed as the piston moves down while having both valves closed. Valve 1 is then 
opened to fill in the rest of the chamber with fluid as the piston is moving to BDC and 






Figure 2.4: Partial flow-diverting motoring strategy 
2.2.2. Partial Flow-Limiting 
Unlike flow-diverting where excess flow is diverted back to the low pressure chambers, 
flow-limiting mode limits the flow into the displacement chamber by only allowing the 
displaced volume to enter the chamber. Valve response time is critical in this operating 






oil mixture to be delivered to the system; it also has a high impact on the efficiency of 
such a mode because valve switching occurs mid-stroke where the piston speed is fastest. 
Figure 2.5 shows a partial flow-limiting pumping cycle; the piston starts at TDC with 
valve 1 held open and valve 2 closed, the piston then moves down while filling the 
chamber with fluid through the inlet port with the desired displacement volume (50% in 
this case). When the desired volume is achieved, both valves are closed while the piston 
moves to BDC, decompressing the fluid and creating a void in the chamber. The piston 
then moves up and compresses the fluid and the gas mixture. At this instant, all the gas 
would be dissolved and a clear fluid would be formed and compressed; valve 2 would 
then open and the high pressure fluid would be delivered. The chamber voiding presented 
in this operating strategy was experimentally examined by Holland et al. (2011) where 
they showed that all the gas formed due to the chamber voiding when both valves were 






Figure 2.5: Partial flow-limiting pumping strategy 
A partial flow-limiting motoring cycle is shown in Figure 2.6. Starting at TDC with valve 
1 closed and valve 2 opened, the pressurized fluid would move the piston down and fill 
the chamber until the desired displacement is achieved (50% in this case); at that instant, 
valve 2 is closed and the fluid is de-pressurized as the piston goes down to BDC forming 
a gas and oil mixture. The piston would then compress the mixture and dissolve the gas, 






Figure 2.6: Partial flow-limiting motoring strategy 
2.2.3. Sequential Flow-diverting and Flow-Limiting 
Sequential operating strategies rely on using enabled and disabled chambers to achieve 
variable displacement. An enabled chamber will operate with a 100% displacement and a 
disabled chamber will operate with a 0% displacement. This operating strategy can be 






with the difference between the sequential flow-diverting and the sequential flow-limiting 
being in the disabled chambers. 
In sequential flow-diverting, the disabled chambers would be basically operating at 0% 
displacement in a partial flow-diverting mode where valve 1 would always be held open 
and valve 2 closed, delivering flow back and forth from the low pressure port to the 
displacement chamber. The enabled chambers would just operate at 100% displacement 
where valve 1 would be open during the intake stroke, and valve 2 open during the 
expulsion stoke. 
Artemis (2015) developed a digital pump/motor, presented in Chapter 2.3, used a 
sequential flow-diverting strategy to vary the displacement of their unit. Variable 
displacement was achieved by enabling and disabling chambers during multiple cycles. 
Such an approach would reduce the pump/motor’s sensitivity to the valve response time, 
increase the lifetime of the unit by varying the disabled chambers every cycle, and reduce 
the metering losses during the valve switching. 
Tammisto et al. (2010) also implemented a sequential flow diverting strategy on a three 
piston in-line pump/motor to achieve variable displacement. They used two high speed 
on/off spool valves which can open against high pressures per displacement chamber. 
The on/off valves were controlled to perform a sequential flow diverting strategy where 
multiple pump/motor outlets where used. 
In sequential flow-limiting, the disabled chambers would operate at 0% displacement in a 
partial flow-limiting mode where both valves would be kept closed the whole cycle and 
the dead volume fluid in the chamber would be de-pressurized and pressurized. 
2.3. New Variable Displacement Pump/Motor Configurations 
Digital displacement technology has also been used in industry by Artemis Intelligent 
Power Ltd., who was acquired by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. in 2010 due to the 






the transmissions of large offshore wind turbines. Artemis found a need to develop a 
variable displacement hydraulic pump/motor which would maintain all the strengths of 
traditional variable displacement units, but with improvements in efficiency and control 
bandwidth. This need is demonstrated in Figure 2.7 which shows the efficiency map of a 
bent axis unit at full displacement and at 20% displacement for an axial piston unit of 
bent axis design; as shown in the figure, the peak efficiency can get up to 95% at full 
displacement, but the actual unit operates at a wider range of displacement with 
efficiencies less than 64% at certain operating conditions, causing the machine’s overall 
efficiency to be very low (Rampen, 2006). 
Figure 2.7: Efficiency maps of variable stroke bent axis unit at 100% and 20% 
displacement, Rampen (2006) 
Artemis (2015) designed a working variable pump/motor unit which could achieve high 
efficiency at a wide range of displacement and operating parameters. Their design 
consists of using electrically controlled high speed poppet valves; these valves provide 






pressure across the valve is low, so the poppet valves would act as check valves when a 
large differential pressure is acting across the valves which would open the valve in one 
direction and close it in the other (Ehsan et al., 1996). This design uses fully enabled or 
disabled chambers over multiple shaft revolutions to achieve variable displacement; its 
main advantage is that the idled chambers would always be at low pressure, consuming 
minimum energy and minimizing the leakage losses. It would also eliminate the shear 
losses found in axial piston machines. 
Artemis chose a radial piston machine with internal piston support for their design, 
shown in Figure 2.8. Rampen (2006) specifies three reasons for using a radial unit in their 
digital pump/motor design; the first reason is that the piston driving eccentric is 
positioned in the middle of the unit, lowering the surface velocity. The second reason is 
the need for a large space to place poppet valves with relatively large opening areas in 
order to minimize valve throttling losses across the valves, and in a radial configuration, 
the poppet valves could be placed outside of the unit and be as large as needed. The third 
reason is that a radial unit would be configured to minimize the load on the main shaft 









displacement could be achieved by using the same methodology over a larger number of 
cycles (Payne et al., 2007). This operating strategy would increase the flow and torque 
ripples in the system. However, Salter (2005) stated that such a strategy could extend the 
life of the unit by disabling chambers with a damaged load. 
In pumping, the poppet valve on the low pressure side would act as a check valve 
allowing the flow into the chamber for active chambers, and the poppet valve on the high 
pressure side would also act as a check valve, allowing flow out of the chamber when the 
pressure is built up. As for the disabled chambers, the poppet valve on the low pressure 
side would be opened and latched open throughout the whole cycle using the 
electromagnetic force, this is done while having the poppet valve at the high pressure port 
act as a check valve; so flow would enter and leave the chamber through the low pressure 
port without delivering any flow; losses in such an operation would be highly dependent 
on the valve opening area. 
In motoring, the poppet valve on the low pressure side would act as a check valve 
allowing the flow into the chamber for active chambers, and the poppet on the high 
pressure side would be latched open when the differential pressure is low, which happens 
when the piston is at top dead center (TDC), allowing the pressurized fluid to get into the 
chamber and exert a force on the piston, moving it down to bottom dead center (BDC). 
The poppet at the high pressure side would be closed, allowing the fluid to decompress as 
it reaches BDC. At that moment, the poppet on the low pressure side would be latched 
open where the fluid would be delivered. As for the disabled chambers, they act the same 
as in the disabled chambers in pumping described above; the poppet on the low pressure 
side is latched open during the whole cycle while maintaining the other valve closed. 
Rampen (2006) shares typical efficiency plots resulting from the Artemis digital 
pump/motor configuration. As shown in Figure 2.9, the unit’s efficiency at maximum 
displacement is above 95% over a wide range of operating conditions; this high 
efficiency is maintained at a 20% displacement where Rampen (2006) states that an 







Figure 2.9: Efficiency maps of Artemis variable displacement digital pump/motor unit at 
100% and 20% displacement, Rampen (2006) 
Just like any other design, the Artemis digital pump/motor unit has its shortcomings. The 
implementation of a poppet valve doesn’t allow flow in both directions without latching 
the valves open, which can’t be achieved in presence of a high differential pressure 
between the ports and the chamber, so the ports can’t be switched and will always be kept 
at high and low pressures individually. Another limitation is that the Artemis unit can’t 











2.4. Valve Considerations 
2.4.1. Valve Overview 
Valves are critical components in a digital pump/motor configuration. The performance 
of a many hydraulic systems as well as several electro-mechanical applications depends 
on the speed and reliability of the valve. Improved controllability of dynamic systems and 
manufacturing could be achieved with high performance valves. For example, Line-
picking robots are capable of picking light weight objects at a rate of three each second 
(Staubli, 2014); high speed valves would increase the picking rate as well allow for 
improved control of heavier objects (IEEE, 2014). Another example would be shaker 
tables, which for some cases, require flow rates higher than 80 L/min with a bandwidth of 
over 50 Hz (Skelton, 2014). Servo valves are generally used in shaker tables; although 
having large spool force and dynamics, several spools are required in order to actuate a 
larger spool, which could be expensive (HEICO, 2010). High performance and low cost 
valves could significantly improve the controllability and decrease the cost of shaker 
tables.  
There has been an expanded focus on digital fluid power in the last decade due to the 
improved switching times and the use of robust components, increasing the desire for this 
new technology (Linjama, 2011). With the increased need for high speed and large flow 
valves, academic and industrial research has been conducted to design better valves; such 
valves decrease metering losses because of larger flow areas, as well as bringing forth 
better bandwidth control because of the fast transition speeds. 
Digital fluid power has also been used in many automotive applications; examples of 
such systems are antilock braking systems and electronic fuel injectors (Skelton, 2014). 
Wang (2011) listed three types of digital fluid power systems: parallel control valves, 






There are different types of valve actuation mechanisms, including solenoid on/off valves, 
rotary valves, MR fluid actuated valves, and multi-poppet valves. The most common 
valve configurations are poppet and spool valves. Poppet valves have high flow rates 
because the flow is related to the diameter of the poppet, so a larger poppet diameter 
would yield larger flow rates. However, it is hard to get a pressure balance, resulting in a 
need for large actuation forces to overcome the flow and spring forces acting on the 
poppet. Unlike the poppet type valves, pressure balancing in a spool type valve is less 
challenging; the actuation forces are independent of the working pressures, this a 
relatively small force is needed for actuation. However, this advantage comes at the 
expense of adding complexity and the need of manufacturing precision, resulting in a 
more expensive valve. 
Valves are also categorized based on the operational configuration as direct acting or 
pilot operated valves. Generally, direct acting valves prevent over-pressure while pilot 
operated valves can regulate the pressure. Pilot operated valves use piloting paths to 
create a large drop in pressure between the working ports, so a small electrical signal 
could create large actuation forces. Direct acting valves use actuators, so electrical energy 
is consumed and the valve’s response is dependent on the actuation method. 
Other high speed valves have been researched in academia. Tu (2009) designed and 
implemented a rotary valve on a virtually variable displacement pump. The valve utilizes 
a design where the spool axially moves to deliver a PWM of flow by alternating the flow 
between the load and the tank. A prototype valve, with a hydraulically actuated spool, 
was prototyped; it was capable of achieving a valve response time of three milliseconds 
with a flow rate of 40 L/min. 
Wilfong (2011) developed a two stage bi-directional check valve suitable for 
implementation on digital pump/motors. The valve was designed with active and passive 
control mechanisms. Active method refers to when the main stage valve switches due to 
the actuation of the pilot stage, while passive checking refers to when the main stage 






directional check valve yielded a response time of two to three milliseconds and a flow 
rate of 30 L/min. 
Table 2.1 lists the specifications of some commercially available solenoid on/off valves. 
The common characteristic in all those valves is the relatively slow response times or the 
trade-off between the valve response time and the nominal flow rate. This had led 
researchers to investigate new types of valves which could achieve both fast response 
times and high flow rates. New research includes newly developed solenoid valves which 
could achieve a response time of two ms (Winkler et al., 2008; Mahrenholz, 2009), voice 
coil actuated valves which could achieve a response time of less than six ms with a 
nominal flow rate of 100 l/min at 35 bar (Parker Hannifin Corp., 2009), and the Sturman 
Industries 3-way spool valve which featured two electromagnetic coils with a single 
spool configuration. This valve achieved a response time of 0.45 ms with a 12 l/min 






Table 2.1: Characterization of some commercially available solenoid on/off valves, 
Xiong (2014) 
 
2.4.2. Peak-and-Hold and Reverse Current Driving Method 
Given the significance of the valves response time, research had been conducted to 
improve their speeds. One effective method would be to use a peak-and-hold and reverse 
current strategy. The peak-and-hold turn-on strategy is based on sending a high initial 
voltage and current signal to the coil, followed by a holding signal. This high initial 
signal generates high flux levels across the air gap, overcoming the inductance and eddy 
current lag; afterwards, a holding signal is sent to hold the armature in place (Breidi et al., 
2015). 
The reverse current turn-off strategy is used to improve the turn-off response of valves. 
The main reason for the slow turn-off response is the presence of a lingering current in 
the solenoid, which creates a magnetic force opposing the spring force. The reverse 
current strategy is based on the concept of increasing the decay rate of the residual 






the decay rate of the residual magnetism, speeding up the valve (Breidi et al., 2015). In-
depth description of the peak-and-hold and reverse current driving methods is presented 







CHAPTER 3. DIGITAL PUMP/MOTOR SIMULATION MODEL 
This chapter introduces the simulation model used to predict the behavior of the digital 
pump/motor. It was used to predict the pressure ripples, losses, efficiencies, and the 
importance of valve timing. This simulation model was based on a previously developed 
digital pump/motor model by Merrill (2012) which modeled the piston, cylinder, and 
valves. It included compressibility, leakage, viscous friction, valve throttling losses, and 
valve electrical consumption. To adapt the model to this work, some modifications have 
been made; this chapter will briefly describe the model. A CAD assembly of the digital 
pump/motor is shown in Figure 3.1; it represents a modified 3-piston in-line pump with 
two high speed on/off valves placed on the low and high pressure port of each chamber, 
with a total of six valves. 






3.1. Piston and Cylinder Interface 
A three piston digital pump/motor model was developed. This model was based on a 
three piston inline CAT pump which is positively sealed, but it can be modified to 
represent any unit size or type. The piston and cylinder interface was first modeled; the 
pressure build-up equation in the displacement chamber is presented in   Eq. 3.1 
(Ivantysyn & Ivantysynova, 2003). It is based on the displacement chamber’s size, the 
fluid’s bulk modulus, the volume of fluid in the chamber, the leakage between the piston 







(𝑄𝑆𝐾 + 𝑄𝑟 − 𝑣𝑝𝐴𝑝)   Eq. 3.1 
 
There are four flows concerning the piston chamber, shown in Figure 3.2. The flow 
resulting from the compression of the fluid at high pressures, which depends on the bulk 
modulus of the hydraulic fluid, the volume of the fluid in the displacement chamber, and 
the pressure in the displacement chamber. The second flow is Qr, which represents the 
flow entering or leaving the chamber through the electrically controlled on/off valves. 
The third flow is Qsk, which represents the leakage flow in the displacement chamber 
between the cylinder and the piston. The final flow is the flow resulting from the piston’s 







Figure 3.2: Displacement chamber flow paths 
The volume of the displacement chamber is a function of the piston’s area, piston’s 
position, and the dead volume in the chamber. It is shown in   Eq. 3.2. 
 
𝑉 = 𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 + (𝑙 − 𝑥)𝐴𝑝   Eq. 3.2 
 
𝑄𝑆𝐾 is the leakage at the interface between the chamber and the piston. It was modeled by 
breaking it down to Couette and Poiseuille flow and shown in   Eq. 3.3 (Ivantysyn & 
Ivantysynova, 2003). 
 
𝑄𝑠𝑘 = 𝑄𝑐 + 𝑄𝑝   Eq. 3.3 
 
Plugging   Eq. 3.2 and   Eq. 3.3 into   Eq. 3.1 results in   Eq. 3.4 which represents the 






𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 + (𝑙 − 𝑥)𝐴𝑝
(𝑄𝑐 + 𝑄𝑝 + 𝑄𝑟 − 𝑣𝑝𝐴𝑝) 






The Couette flow, 𝑄𝑐, and the Poiseuille flow, 𝑄𝑝, are presented in   Eq. 3.5 and   Eq. 3.6 
respectively (Ivantysyn & Ivantysynova, 2003). 
 






   Eq. 3.6 
 
𝑄𝑟 represents the flow through the electrically controlled on/off valve leaving the 





|Δ𝑃| 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(Δ𝑃)   Eq. 3.7 
 





   Eq. 3.8 
 
The displacement chamber simulation model is shown in Figure 3.3. The equations 
derived above refer to the highlighted blocks in yellow. The chamber model included the 
Couette and Poiseuille leakage flows, the fluid compressibility, viscous friction, and the 
orifice equation. Simscape custom blocks were used to implement the Couette and 
Poiseuille leakage flows, and pre-programmed blocks were used to model the piston 
kinematics, the fluid compressibility, and the orifice equation. Simulink was also 
implemented into Simscape by using conversion blocks which convert a unit-less 







Figure 3.3: Matlab's Simscape pumping piston model, Merrill (2012) 
3.2. Piston Kinematics 
The pump/motor used in the test stand is a CAT inline pump/motor; the motion of the 
piston is sinusoidal with respect to the shaft position. The piston’s position as a function 





(1 − cos(𝜃))  Eq. 3.9  
The relation between the shaft position and the angular velocity is shown in  Eq. 3.10. 
 







Plugging  Eq. 3.10 into  Eq. 3.9 results in  Eq. 3.11 which represents the piston’s position 





(1 − cos(𝜔𝑡))  Eq. 3.11  
 
The velocity of the piston could then be determined by differentiating  Eq. 3.11 with 





𝑤 sin(𝜔𝑡)  Eq. 3.12  
3.3. Valve Switching 
The valve timing equations governing the digital pump/motor operation will be derived 
below. In order to model the valve timing, the pre-compression and de-compression in 
the displacement chamber needs to be included. Is it mainly due to the compressibility of 





  Eq. 3.13  
 
V is the volume in the displacement chamber presented in   Eq. 3.2. dV is the change in 
the fluid’s volume, shown in  Eq. 3.14. 
 
𝑑𝑉 = 𝐴𝑝𝑑𝑥  Eq. 3.14  
 
Substituting   Eq. 3.2 and  Eq. 3.14 into  Eq. 3.13 and solving for dx results in  Eq. 3.15, 
which represents the change in piston’s location due to the compressibility of the fluid. 
𝑑𝑥 =
𝑑𝑃 (𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 + 𝐴𝑝(𝑙 − 𝑥))
𝐾𝐴𝑝






In a pumping cycle, pre-compression occurs when the piston is at the top dead center 
(TDC); while de-compression happens at the TDC in a motoring cycle. The change in the 





  Eq. 3.16  
 
To associate the change in piston’s position with the shaft angle,  Eq. 3.9 was rearranged; 
this gives the equation representing the shaft angular position as a function of the piston’s 
location, presented in  Eq. 3.17. 
 
𝜃 = cos−1 (1 −
2𝑥
𝑙
)  Eq. 3.17  
 
The change in the angular position at TDC could be found by plugging in  Eq. 3.16 into  






)  Eq. 3.18  
 
The location of the piston at which the unit starts to pump or motor is proportional to the 
required displacement of the unit. The equation of the piston position is shown in  
Eq. 3.19. 
 
𝑥 = 𝑙(1 − 𝛽)  Eq. 3.19  
 
𝛽 is the unit’s displacement which varies between zero and one, with zero representing a 
displacement of 0% and one representing a displacement of 100%. Any displacement 
value in between would be presented by a fraction, so a 75% displacement is represented 






The distance travelled by the piston was calculated to account for pre-compression and 
de-compression of the fluid in the displacement chamber, and the required angular 
rotation was then calculated for the low pressure and high pressure sides, shown in   






















   Eq. 3.21 
 
𝜃𝐿𝑃 and 𝜃𝐻𝑃 represent the angles at which the valves at the low pressure and high 
pressure sides need to be switched. The digital pump/motor operates in four operating 
strategies, so each strategy would yield a different switching angle; the switching angles 
of the on/off valves in flow diverting and flow limiting strategies for both pumping and 











Table 3.1: Valve switching angles for flow limiting and flow diverting operating 
strategies in pumping and motoring 
  Valve 1 Valve 2 




𝜃𝑇𝐷𝐶 2𝜋 − 𝜃𝐿𝑃 2𝜋 − 𝜃𝐻𝑃 2𝜋 
Flow 
Limiting 




𝜃𝐿𝑃 2𝜋 − 𝜃𝑇𝐷𝐶  0 𝜃𝐻𝑃 
Flow 
Limiting 
2𝜋 − 𝜃𝐿𝑃 2𝜋 − 𝜃𝑇𝐷𝐶  0 𝜃𝐻𝑃 
 
The sequential flow diverting and limiting modes were achieved using the same 
procedure mentioned above, but at a chamber displacement of either 0% or a 100%. 
Actively enabling or disabling the chambers over a number of cycles allowed the unit to 
vary the displacement. The goal was to be able to vary the displacement of the unit by an 
accuracy of 1%. In order to achieve a 1% increment, the worst case displacement the unit 
should achieve would be 1%; so a three piston unit would need to run for at least 34 
cycles (a total of 102 pumped chambers). Enabling one chamber out of these 102 pumped 
chambers will allow achieving a 0.98% displacement. This lead to choosing a 128 bit 
stream which would be enough to match the targeted accuracy. The final 







Figure 3.4: Matlab's Simscape model 
3.4. Efficiency Calculation 
The overall unit’s efficiencies can be found by calculating the ratio of the output work by 





  Eq. 3.22  
 
When the unit is operating in pumping mode, the input is the shaft energy and the output 
is the hydraulic energy; and when the unit is operating in motoring mode, the input is the 
hydraulic energy and the output is the shaft energy. The hydraulic energy is the 
difference between the integral of the product of the pressure and flow at high pressure 






is the integral of the products of the piston force and velocity. The overall efficiencies in 
















  Eq. 3.24  
3.5. Valve Response Delay 
The delay and transition times of the valves are significant. The operation and success of 
the digital pump/motor relies on the speed and reliability of the valves. Given their 
importance, the delay and transition times for all six valves were included in the model. 
Although more accurate transition curves could have been used, the transition in the 
valves was modeled with a rate limiter, which assumes a linear rise or fall. The rate of 
this change was set to be equal to the inverse of the transition time, so the valve opening 
area was linearly changed from zero to the maximum area or vice versa based on the 
transition time. The change in the valve opening area as a function of time is shown in  
Eq. 3.25 and  Eq. 3.26. 
 
For 0 < t ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑛 
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑒 = 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 (
1
𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑛
) 𝑡  Eq. 3.25  
 
For t > 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑛 
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑒 = 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑒  Eq. 3.26  
 
When the valve receives the signal to open, the valve area increases from zero to the total 






kept open afterwards. A similar approach was done for the valve closing, a linear closing 
profile was assumed with a rate equal to the negative of the inverse slope of the transition 
time. This is presented in  Eq. 3.27 and  Eq. 3.28. 
 
For 0 < t ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑓 
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑒 = 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 (1 −
𝑡
𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑓
)  Eq. 3.27  
 
For t > 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑓 
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑒 = 0  Eq. 3.28  
 
The valve delay times were also incorporated to the simulation model. The opening and 
closing time delays were converted into shaft angles and the added to the switching 
angles. The change in the shaft angular positions is presented in  Eq. 3.29 and  Eq. 3.30. 
 
𝜃𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 = 𝜔𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑛  Eq. 3.29  
 
𝜃𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 = 𝜔𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓  Eq. 3.30  
 
These delays were found for all six valves, and then incorporated into the simulation 
model. This allowed the user to specify the delays and transitions for all the valves before 
running the simulation, bringing the capability of closely simulating the experimental test 
stand with the delays and transitions of each valve. This also allowed conducting a 
simulation study on the effects of the valve timing on the efficiency, pressure ripples, 
flows, and performance of the digital pump/motor. 
4.2. Simulation Results: Valve Timing 
Valve timing is crucial for the success of a digital pump motor. The valve needs to be fast 






valve which is both fast (less than 2 ms response time) and has a large opening area 
(larger than 60 mm2) isn’t commercially available, so a study by Merrill et al. (2013) was 
conducted to simulate the tradeoff between the valve transition time and the opening area. 
Figure 3.5 shows the on/off valve efficiency as a function of the valve transition time and 
the valve opening area; the simulation was conducted on a 28 cc, 7-piston pump at 3000 
rpm and 300 bar at a 100% displacement. It was noticed that the on/off valve efficiency 
drops as the transition time increases, and that the efficiency is greater for larger flow 
areas. However, the efficiency of a valve with 70 mm2 flow area and 3 ms transition time 
is larger than the efficiency of a valve with 40 mm2 flow area and 1.5 ms transition time. 
This demonstrates that the on/off valve efficiency is more sensitive to the valve area 
rather than the transition time, so it would be more efficient to have a slower valve with a 
larger flow area compared to a faster valve with smaller flow area. However, slower 







Figure 3.5: On/off valve efficiency as a function of the valve transition time and opening 
area, Merrill (2012) 
An important characteristic of the 2-position 2-way valves is the delay time; the delay 
time is defined by the time it takes the valve to start moving from the instant the electric 
signal is sent. A small delay in the valve opening could cause significant losses in the 
digital pump/motors efficiency, especially at high speeds and pressures. 
To further illustrate the significance of valve timing, the effects of valve delay time on 
the losses from theoretical input power were simulated. The simulation was executed on a 
28cc, 3-piston digital pump/motor with a valve area opening of 47.9 mm2, 1 ms valve 
transition time, 100% displacement volume, differential pressure of 100 bar, and 
rotational speeds of 1500 rpm and 3000 rpm. The error in the valve delay time was varied 
from -two ms to two ms with a one ms increment; the results are shown in Figure 3.6 and 
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Simulation results: on/off valve efficiency











to 6% loss from the theoretical input power at 1500 rpm, and up to 18% loss at 3000 rpm, 
and a two ms error could cause up to 8% loss at 1500 rpm, and up to 22% loss at 3000 
rpm. With such significant valve losses, the leakage, compressibility, and viscous friction 
losses do not stand out, especially at faster speeds.  
 
Figure 3.6: Percentage loss from theoretical power at 1 ms valve transition, 3000 rpm,100 







Figure 3.7: Percentage loss from theoretical power at 1 ms valve transition, 3000 rpm, 
100 bar, 100% displacement 
Another important characteristic of the high speed on/off valves is the transition time; the 
transition time is defined by the time it takes the valve to fully open or close from the 
instant it starts switching. A small transition time could cause significant losses, 
especially at high speeds and pressures. 
To further illustrate the significance of the valve transition time, the effects of valve 
transition time on the losses from theoretical input power on the digital pump/motor were 
simulated. The simulation was conducted with a one ms valve delay time, 100% 
displacement volume, differential pressure of 100 bar, and a shaft speed of 3000 rpm. 
The error in the valve transition time was varied from zero ms to four ms with a one ms 






18%, which matches the valve losses at one ms delay in Figure 3.7, because both 
simulations were conducted at the same conditions. As expected, the valve losses 
significantly increased with the increase in the valve’s transition time, reaching up to 78% 
losses at four ms transition time. 
 
Figure 3.8: Percentage loss from theoretical power at 1 ms valve delay, 3000 rpm, 100 
bar, 100% displacement 
The losses in digital pump/motor depends on the operating strategies its running at. A 
simulation was conducted for all operating strategies: partial flow diverting, partial flow 
limiting, sequential flow diverting, and sequential flow limiting; the simulation was 
conducted on a 3-piston pump/motor running at 3000 rpm, 100 bar, and 25% 






significant in all operating strategies, especially in the partial flow diverting strategy 
where around 45% of the total losses are attributed to valve metering losses. This high 
loss is reasonable since the pump is operating at low displacement, so all the excess flow 
is metered out to the tank through the low pressure valve, resulting in high metering 
losses. The losses valve in the partial flow limiting strategy are mainly due to the error in 
the valve timing; valve timing is critical is this strategy because both low pressure and 
high pressure valves switch at high speeds in order to limit the flow into the chamber. 
The least valve dependent strategy is the sequential flow limiting, this is because the 
switching only occurs at TDC and BDC, limiting the effects of the valve timing on the 
efficiency of the system; another main factor is that metering losses are less because this 
strategy limits the flow into the chamber, so only the delivered flow would be metered 
across the valves. It is also noticed that the electrical energy used is high, especially in the 
partial and sequential flow diverting strategies; this is mainly due to keeping the valves 
open for extended periods in order to divert flow back to the low pressure chamber since 
the pump/motor unit is running at a low displacement. The valves used are normally 
closed valves, so an electrical signal is needed to keep them open. It is also noticed that 
the friction losses are higher at 25% displacement; the 3-piston CATTM pump used was 
positively sealed, so the friction losses do not linearly scale down with displacement, 







Figure 3.9: Breakdown of losses for the different operating strategies in a 3-piston digital 
pump/motor conducted at 700 rpm, 100 bar, and 25% displacement 
With the limitation in the response times of currently available state-of-the-art valves, 
this simulation shows that the operating speed of the experimental test stand will be 
limited by the valve response times. 
3.6. Conclusion 
A three piston digital pump/motor was modeled. The piston, cylinder, and valves were 
modeled in Matlab/Simscape, a physics based modeling and simulation tool which allows 
modeling mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and physical domains. The model included 






losses. The cylinder piston interface was modeled to simulate the pressure overshoot and 
undershoot and its dependency on the valve timing. The valve switching times and delays 
were described and formulated for the different operating strategies. The input delay time 
was converted to an angle delay and was then incorporated into the valve timing logic. 
The delay and transition times of the valves were then added to the simulation model, 
allowing the user to simulate different running conditions which match closely with the 
experimental setup. The model calculated the efficiencies, pressures, flows, friction and 
leakage losses, valve losses, electrical losses along with many other variables. This model 
was used as a design tool for the experimental test stand, allowing the user to test 






CHAPTER 4. VALVE LIMITATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 
The digital pump/motor relies on using two high speed on/off valves per displacement 
chamber to achieve variable displacement. The valves are actively controlled to execute 
the operating strategies described in the background section. The valves characteristics 
have a main influence on the functionality of the digital pump/motor. 
This first part of this chapter discusses the importance of high speed and high flow area 
on/off valves on the success of the class of digital pump/motors. The second part of this 
chapter discusses the characteristics and limitations of the previous valves installed on the 
digital pump/motor test stand. The last part of this chapter discusses testing and 
implementing a new set of valves with peak-and-hold and reverse current driving strategy 







4.1. Digital Pump/Motor Experimental Setup 
A fully flexible digital pump/motor experimental test stand was used for the experimental 
data presented in this thesis. This test stand, developed by Holland (2012) and Merrill 
(2010), is crucial for understanding the design tradeoffs and operating characteristics of 
the proposed pump/motor (Merrill et al, 2011, Holland et al, 2011, Merrill et al, 2013). 
The simulation model has been modified to reflect the mechanical cam actuation system 
and used to characterize and predict the efficiency, and perform design optimization 
studies. The digital pump/motor test stand is analogous to having a camless engine in a 
test cell and used to evaluate multiple camshaft profiles, cam phasing systems, etc. 
A schematic of the test bench setup is shown in Figure 4.1. This is a regenerative circuit. 
If the digital unit is pumping the regenerative unit acts as a motor and puts power back 
onto the shaft.  The electric motor then only has to make up the losses of the two units 






Figure 4.1: Digital pump/motor circuit schematic, Holland (2012) 
The 3-piston digital pump/motor test stand is shown in Figure 4.2. Each piston has two 
on/off valves, one at the low pressure side and one at the high pressure side. There are 
three 2,000 Hz pressure transducers measuring the pressure in each of the displacement 
chambers. A check valve is connected to the displacement chamber to provide a safe 
release of the displacement chamber pressure in the case of missed valve timing. Two 
hydraulic accumulators were added to the test stand, one at each port. These 
accumulators were needed to remove cavitation at the low pressure port during the 
suction phase and to reduce the flow pulsations during operation. The 3-piston digital 
pump motor was experimentally tested without the accumulators; large ripples, vibration, 
and noise were observed, resulting in an in-operable test stand. So all the experimental 
work presented is conducted with the accumulators in the system. This test stand is 






specified speed, pressures, and displacement. The three-piston pump/motor unit was used 
to experimentally validate the model, design, and operating strategies of a digital 
pump/motor. 
Figure 4.2: 3-piston digital pump/motor test stand 
4.2. Valve Testing 
4.2.1. Background on Peak-and-Hold and Reverse Current Strategy 
With the significance of valve timing in a digital pump/motor simulated above, 
improving the response time of valves was a need. A peak-and-hold and reverse current 
driving strategy was implemented to improve the valve’s turn-on and turn-off timing of 
the valve. As the name implies, peak-and-hold refers to sending the valve a high peak 
signal for a limited period of time then followed by a holding signal, as shown in 
Figure 4.3. This peak signal would speed up generating the magnetic field in the coil, 
improving the inductance lag and generating large flux levels across the air gap, which 






would then be applied to hold the armature in place, maintaining the valve’s open state. 
Extended peak durations will have no further influence on the valve turn-on response 
because it would be acting after the valve transition occurs, wasting energy and heating 
up the coil with the possibility of damaging it, so optimized peak durations should be 
achieved. 
 
Figure 4.3: Normalized peak-and-hold applied current vs. time, Breidi et al. (2014) 
Similar to the peak-and-hold strategy, a reverse current driving method was applied to 
improve the turn-off response of the valves. As the name implies, the reverse current 
driving strategy, shown in Figure 4.4, refers to sending a reverse current signal to the coil 
followed by a holding signal, which in this case was zero because the valves used were 
normally closed. The delay in the turn-off response time is mainly due to the lingering 
current and residual magnetism which create an opposing force to the spring force, 
slowing the closing of the valve down. The reverse current signal would accelerate 
decaying the lingering current and the residual magnetism in the solenoid, thus improving 
the closing time of the valves. 



























Figure 4.4: Normalized reverse current vs. time, Breidi et al. (2014) 
 
Batdorff (2010) developed the theoretical decay in the density of the magnetic flux (B) as 
a function of time (t) and the distance to the plate (z) when a reverse current signal is 
applied, shown in   Eq. 4.1. mr represents the relative normalized magnitude of the 
reversed pulse, δ represents the unit step function, a function which takes two values, 
zero or one depending on the sign of the input argument, and tr represents the normalized 
duration of the reversed pulse, Breidi et al. (2014). When a reverse signal is applied, the 
magnetic flux would decrease with a rate equal to that of the relative normalized 
magnitude of the reversed pulse, which would greatly improve the turn-off response of 
the valve. If a longer than needed reverse current signal was sent, the magnetic field 
would be reestablished in the coil, thus creating a force acting against the spring force, 
slowing the valve down. 
 
       
Initial Steady State
Reversed Pulse Zero Applied Magnetic Field
( , )  1 (1 ) , 0 ,r rB z t m z t t z t t t        
 
  Eq. 4.1 


























This re-establishment of the magnetic field is shown in Figure 4.5, when the pulse 
duration was longer than the critical pulse duration, a negative magnetic flux was 
reestablished. So the best turn-off speed improvement would occur when the reverse 
pulse is long enough to decay the magnetic flux but not reestablish it. 
 
Figure 4.5: Comparison of Dimensionless Magnetic Flux Effusion, Batdorff (2010) 
4.2.2. Electric Circuit 
An electric circuit was built to implement the peak-and-hold turn-on and reverse current 
turn-off driving strategies in order to test the response time of the valves. In order to 
achieve both strategies, an H-bridge, shown in Figure 4.6, was used. The main advantage 
of using an H-bridge was its capability to switch the current’s direction and the voltage’s 











































polarity using four solid state switches. Different states could be achieved by controlling 
the state of the switches. 
 
Figure 4.6: H-bridge circuit 
The states combinations are presented in Table 4.1. An On forward state could be 
accomplished by closing switches 1 and 4 and opening switches 2 and 3; an on reverse 
state could be accomplished by closing switches 2 and 3 and opening switches 1 and 4. 
To disconnect the load, an off state could be achieved by either opening switches 1 and 2 
with any state for switches 3 and 4 or opening switches 3 and 4 with any state for 









Table 4.1: H-bridge state combinations 
  ON Off 
Switch Forward Reverse Case 1 Case 2 
1 Closed Opened Opened Any 
2 Opened Closed Opened Any 
3 Opened Closed Any Opened 
4 Closed Opened Any Opened 
 
A LMD18200 H-bridge with built-in logic and current sense output was selected to be 
implemented on the valve power electric circuit; the specifications of this H-bridge are 
shown in Table 4.2. The supply voltage of the LMD18200 H-bridge ranged between 12V 
and 55V with a continuous current limit of 3A, which were the perfect specifications to 











Table 4.2: Ratings of the LMD18200 H-bridge, Texas Instruments brochure 
(2013) 
Ratings Quantity Unit 
Supply Voltage 12 to 55 V 
Maximum Voltage 60 V 
Maximum continuous output current 3 A 
Maximum peak output current 6 A 
Maximum power dissipation 25 W 
Junction temperature -40 to 125 oC 
Maximum temperature 300 oC 
 
Figure 4.7 shows a schematic of the valve power electronics circuit. The circuit consisted 
of a LMD18200 H-bridge, a 74LS04 hex inverter, and a VO2631 optocoupler. The 
optocoupler was used to isolate the logic circuits from the high voltage actuation circuit, 
thus protecting the control system and data acquisition from high voltage levels. The 
optocoupler inverted the input signal, so a 74LS04 hex inverter was implemented to 
invert the signal back. Peaking, reverse current signals, holding, and off states were 
achieved by controlling the PWM (pulse width modulation) and DIR (direction) pins 







Figure 4.7: Valve power electronics circuit, Holland (2013) 
Table 4.3 shows the state of the pins needed to achieve the peak, hold, reverse current, 
and off states. To achieve a peak state, a high signal was sent to the PWM pin while a 
low signal was sent to the DIR pin; a reverse current state was achieved by sending a 
high signal to both PWM and DIR pins; a Hold state was achieved by sending a low 
signal to the DIR pin while modulating the signal sent to the PWM pin; and an off state 



























Table 4.3: Truth table for H-bridge circuit, Breidi et al. (2014) 
State Direction PWM 
Peak Low High 
Hold Low Modulated 
Reverse Current High High 
Off Low Low 
4.2.3. Single Valve Hydraulic Circuit 
A hydraulic circuit was built to evaluate the valves; a schematic of the hydraulic test 
circuit is shown in Figure 4.8. As shown in the schematic, the electrically controlled 
on/off valves were placed between two pressure transducers, these transducers measure 
the pressure at ports 1 and 2 of the valve at a frequency of 2000 Hz. A fixed displacement 
pump with a 31 l/min at 124 bar capability was used to supply the flow which was 
controlled using a needle valve, and the circuit’s operating pressure was adjusted using 
the pressure relief valve. Forward flow was the flow from port 1 to port 2, while reverse 
flow was the flow from port 2 to port 1. The valve was tested with forward and reverse 







Figure 4.8: Test circuit schematic for testing the valve response time, Breidi et al. (2014) 
Using the two high frequency pressure transducers on both ports of the valve, the 
pressure difference across the valve was measured. When the valve opens, the pressure 
difference across the valve would drop to reach its minimum, so by recording this 
pressure drop, the valve delay and transition time could be calculated. The delay time 
(t10) was defined by the time it took the valve to experience a 10% drop in differential 
pressure from the initial pressure, and the transition time (ttrans) was defined by the time 
it took to experience the 10% to 90% drop in differential pressure, as shown in Figure 4.9. 
A similar approach was done for the valve closing, where the time it took for 10% rise in 
differential pressure referred to the delay time, and the time it took for the 10% to 90% 
rise referred to the transition time. A Matlab code was written to automate the delay and 








Figure 4.9: Sample delay and transition time estimation during turn-on (opening) 
response, Breidi et al. (2014) 
4.2.4. Single Valve Experiment Setup 
Two high speed electrically controlled on/off valves were tested using the peak-and-hold 
and reverse current driving strategies, a Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN valve with a 770-
212 coil and a Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN with with a modified less powerful 760-212 
coil usually used in DAAA valves. The valves tested were 2-position 2-way direct-acting 
solenoid-operated directional poppet valves which are normally closed. 
The experiments were conducted at a peak voltage of 55V and a holding voltage of 12V. 
The 12V holding voltage was achieved by applying a PWM technique on the 55V power 
supply, so the same power supply was used for driving the valves. The flow rate across 
the tested Sun Hydraulic valves was set at 28 l/min at a differential pressure of 52 bar and 






National Instruments hardware and software was used for data acquisition and control. A 
four-Slot PXI-1031 chassis was used along with a Field Programmable Gate Array 
(FPGA) card. A PXI-8108 real time controller, running at 5000 Hz (up to 2.53 GHz), was 
used to execute a Matlab/Simulink model which contained all the sensor calibration 
curves. NI Veristand was used to interface between the FPGA and Matlab/Simulink. 
Veristand also provided the user interface allowing controlling the valve peak duration, 
reverse current duration, and holding voltage; it also allowed monitoring and recording 
all the sensor data in the experiment. 
4.2.5. Previously Used Valves 
A three piston digital pump/motor test stand requires the use of two high speed on/off 
valves per displacement chamber, so a total of six valves was needed for the prototype. 
This test stand uses electrically controlled Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN off-the-shelf 2-
position 2-way cartridge valves, these valves are rated at 50 ms response time and 40 
l/min flow rate. A cross section of the valve’s port is shown in Figure 4.10. Flow from 
port 1 to port 2 was defined at forward flow, while flow from port 2 to port 1 was defined 






             
Figure 4.10: Port and valve diagram, Breidi et al. (2014) 
The Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN had a 770-212 coil; this coil was rated at 12V, with a 
22W power consumption and a maximum coil temperature of 105 oC; the coil also used a 
ISO/DIN 43650A, Form A connector without a suppression diode. 
Table 4.4: Sun Hydraulics 770-212 coil ratings 
Coil Rating 770-212 
Supply Voltage (V) 12 
Power Consumption (W) 12 











The Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN valve specifications are presented in Table 4.5. This is 
a directly actuated normally closed 2-position 2-way cartridge valve. The valve has a 
rating of 350 bar pressure, 40 l/min flow rate, and 50 ms response time. This type of 
valve was selected because of its ability to open and close against high pressures, which 
is critical to achieve the different digital pump/motor operating strategies. Other 
important factors in choosing this valve were its availability, low cost, relatively good 
flow rates, and the ability to improve the response time with a peak-and-hold and reverse 
current driving strategy. 
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Figure 4.11 shows the turn-on response curve as a function of time for one of the tested 
Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN valves with a 770-212 coil. The 55V peak signal was on for 
10 ms followed by the 12V holding signal. With the peak signal initiated at zero ms, the 








Figure 4.11: Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN turn-on response at 10 ms peak voltage 
Figure 4.12 shows the turn-off response curve as a function of time for one of the tested 
Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN valves with a 770-212 coil. The experiment was conducted 
with six ms peak signal duration, followed by a holding signal. The figure shows that the 
delay time in closing the valve was 12.9 ms from the time the signal was sent; the 
transition time was 13.8 ms. A pressure overshoot was also noticed when the valve was 






Figure 4.12: Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN turn-off response at six ms peak voltage 
The valve was then tested in both forward and reverse flow with peak signal duration 
ranging from zero to ten ms with a one ms increment. The total valve’s response time 
was broken down to the transition time and the response time. The experiment was 
repeated at steady state conditions for three times and the results of the three experiments 
are reported in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. 
Figure 4.13 shows the turn-on response time for the DTDA-XCN valve. t10, symbolized 
with a circle, represents the delay time of the valve which is the time the valve needs to 
drop or increase by 10% of the differential pressure; while ttrans, symbolized with a 
square, represents the transition time of the valve which is the time the valve needs to 
drop or increase from 10% to 90% of the differential pressure. Flow in the forward 
direction was plotted in red, while flow in the reverse direction was plotted in blue. It is 
noticed that as the peak duration increased, the delay and transition response times 






response time occurred at signal peak duration larger than four ms, while the fastest 
reverse valve response time occurred at signal peak duration larger than six ms. The 
delay and transition response times for the flow in the forward direction were reduced 
from 16.8 ms and 9.5 ms to around 3.8 ms and 2.4 ms respectively. Regarding the flow in 
the reverse direction, the delay and transition response times were reduced from 15.4 ms 
and 25.4 ms to around 4.5 ms and 2.5 ms respectively (Breidi et al., 2014). 
Figure 4.13: Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN turn-on response times for both forward and 
reverse flow 
As described above, it was noticed that there was a large improvement in the valve 
response time in both forward and reverse flow; however, the improvement in the delay 
time reached its optimum at certain peak durations with no further improvement at higher 
peak durations. This is because the duration of the peak signal at higher peak durations 






armature starts to move, so no additional decrease in the delay time of the valve would 
occur. Similarly, the valve reached its best transition time when the duration of the peak 
signal was equal to the total of the transition and delay times. Any excess peak signal 
beyond this duration would occur after the transition was done, so the peak signal would 
hold the armature after the valve is opened, causing the coil to overheat, possibly 
damaging it, and wasting energy. 
Figure 4.14 shows the turn-off response time for the DTDA-XCN valve. Similar to the 
turn-on response, as the peak duration increased, the delay time of the Sun Hydraulics 
DTDA-XCN decreased for both flow directions until a minimum delay time was reached. 
The optimum delay time was reached at a peak duration of six ms, the valve’s delay time 
decreased from 152.6 ms to a minimum of 21.6 ms in the forward flow and from 93.6 ms 
to 15.6 ms in the reverse flow. However, the valve’s delay time increased when a longer 
peak duration was sent. This is due to the regeneration of the magnetic field by the excess 
reverse current, which would exert a force on the armature causing it to slow down, so 
the best delay time could be achieved at a peak duration which would be enough to decay 
the lingering current in the solenoid and the residual magnetism, but not long enough to 
re-establish the magnetic field (Breidi et al., 2014). It was observed that no improvement 
occurred in the transition time for both flow directions; this is due to the fact that the 
valve closing is spring based, so the transition time depends mainly on the stiffness rate 






Figure 4.14: Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN turn-off response times for both forward and 
reverse flow 
4.2.6. Modified Valves 
Given the significance of valves in the digital pump/motor prototype, other valves which 
could achieve faster speeds, larger flow rates, or a combination of both were researched. 
With collaboration with Sun Hydraulics, a new valve was custom made to better meet the 
needed requirements; the idea here was to make a special version of the DTDA-XCN 
valve using the solenoid tube and coil that are used in Sun Hydraulics DAAA 
valves.  This “P-series” valve uses a 760 series coil instead of the larger, more powerful 
770 coil available on the current valves used on the test stand. The nominal response time 
on the DAAA is 30 ms compared to a nominal response time of 50 ms on the DTDA. 






same ISO/DIN 43650A Form A connector, so no further design modifications, wiring, or 
machining were needed to install these new valves on the digital pump/motor test stand. 
Table 4.6 shows the Sun Hydraulics 760-212 coil ratings; similar to the 770-212 coil, the 
760-212 coil has a supply voltage of 12V, maximum coil temperature of 105 oC, and a 
ISO/DIN 43650A Form A connector. However, the 760-212 coil has a power 
consumption of 12W compared to 22W of power consumption on the 770-212 coil. 
Table 4.6: Sun Hydraulics 760-212 coil ratings 
Coil Rating 770-212 
Supply Voltage (V) 12 
Power Consumption (W) 12 






Figure 4.15 shows the turn-on response of the modified DTDA-XCN valve with a 760-
212 coil, represented by the change in differential pressure across the valve with respect 
to time from the instant the opening signal was sent. The experiment was conducted at 10 
ms peak duration. The valve had 5.9 ms of opening delay measured by the 10% drop in 
differential pressure from an initial pressure of 51.7 bar, and a 2.2 ms transition time 






Figure 4.15: Modified DTDA-XCN turn-on response at 10 ms voltage peak, Breidi et al. 
(2014) 
Figure 4.16 shows the turn-off response time of the modified DTDA-XCN valve with a 
760-212 coil. The experiment was conducted at a peak duration of five ms. The delay 







Figure 4.16: Modified DTDA-XCN turn-off response at five ms voltage reverse peak 
Six modified DTDA-XCN valves where tested using the peak-and-hold and reverse 
current driving strategy. The turn-on response of one of the tested valves is presented in 
Figure 4.17. Similar to the turn-on response of the unmodified DTDA-XCN valve, the 
delay time for both forward and reverse flow improved as the peak duration increased till 
they reached a minimum at a peak duration larger than two ms. It was brought down from 
an average of 16.8 ms to 5.3 ms in forward flow direction and 21.2 ms to 3.9 ms in 
reverse flow direction. No further improvement in delay time occurred because the delay 
phase ended between four and five ms, so further peak signal would be affecting the 
transition time of the valve. 
The transition time was also brought down from 37.7 ms to 2.4 ms in the forward flow 






occurred after peak durations equal or larger than six ms because the transition would 
have ended between six and seven ms. 
 
Figure 4.17: Sun Hydraulics modified DTDA-XCN turn-on response times for both 
forward and reverse flow 
Figure 4.18 shows the turn-off response time for the modified DTDA-XCN valve. 
Similar to the unmodified valve, the transition time doesn’t change relative to the peak 
duration, and that’s because the closing is related to the stiffness of the spring. However, 
a significant improvement in the delay time is observed when peaking at the right 
duration. At a peak duration of 5 ms, the delay time drops from 76.3 ms to 18 ms for the 
forward flow and from 127.9 ms to 42.9 ms for the reverse flow. However, as the peak 






the regeneration of the magnetic field in the coil, so precise peak timing should be 
introduced. 
 
Figure 4.18: Sun Hydraulics modified DTDA-XCN turn-off response times for both 
forward and reverse flow 
Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 represent a direct comparison between the modified and 
unmodified tested valves. It is seen that the modified valve has slightly better turn-on 
response time for both forward and reverse flows with 6.30 and 6.57 ms for the modified 
valve versus 6.43 and 7.37 ms for the unmodified valve at six and eight ms peak duration 
respectively. However, the turn-off response of the modified was significantly better than 
the unmodified one, where the modified valve has an optimum response time of 19.83 ms 
at four ms peak duration compared to 29.3 ms for the unmodified valve at six ms peak 






digital pump/motor operation. It was also noticed that the modified valve didn’t always 
fully close at low peaks in the reverse flow direction, and that is because the modified 
valve uses a smaller less powerful coil, so there wasn’t enough force to move the 
armature at low peak durations. However, at higher peak durations, the response time of 
the modified valve was 11.63 ms at six ms peak duration, compared to a 20.50 ms 
response time at six ms peak duration for the unmodified valve, which is also a 
significant improvement in the valve’s response time. 
Table 4.7: Comparison of average total turn-on time of modified and original 
valves DTDA-XCN valves, Breidi et al. (2014) 
 ON 











0 26.04 31.97 39.44 33.30 
2 14.70 22.77 27.17 24.83 
4 7.50 6.50 10.43 7.57 
6 6.77 6.30 7.57 6.57 
8 6.43 6.50 7.37 6.50 







Table 4.8: Comparison of average total turn-off time of modified and original DTDA-
XCN valves, Breidi et al. (2014) 
 OFF 











0 162.6 79.10 95.70 - 
2 130.1 50.17 64.50 - 
4 59.03 19.83 24.24 - 
6 29.30 27.37 20.50 11.63 
8 32.30 62.97 21.50 16.17 
10 49.30 83.77 28.96 45.30 
4.3. Effects on a 3-Piston Digital Pump/Motor Performance 
Merrill (2012) modeled and simulated a 3-piston digital pump/motor using Matlab 
Simscape, a tool which uses physical connections to provide an environment for 
modeling and simulating physical systems including mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic 
domains. The simulation model Merrill did included modeling the fluid leakage, 
throttling losses at the on/off valves, compressibility effects, viscous friction in the 
displacement chamber between the cylinder and the piston, and the electric consumption 






The simulation model was edited and updated to test the performance of the digital 
pump/motor with the new modified set of valves compared to the unmodified valves. The 
errors in the delay and transition time for the turn-on and turn-off response used in the 
simulation are shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10. The errors in the response time were 
included rather than the duration in the response time was because the control algorithm 
which controlled the digital pump/motor test stand had an “advance” option which was 
used to account for the slow response times of the valves; this option allowed the user to 
specify a pre-calculated error in the valve response time and then tell the controller to 
send the signal to open or close the valves that pre-calculated time in advance. This 
would help in increasing the efficiency of the system; however, it could be done up to 
certain shaft speeds because the delay needs to be shorter than the time between two 
valve signals. To simulate the actual running case, the simulation model included the 
error in the valve response which accounts for sending the signal earlier to account for 
the valve’s delay rather than the response time itself. 
 
Table 4.9: Simulated error in the delay and transition times for the turn-on response of the 
modified and unmodified Sun Hydraulics valves 
 On Response 
 Unmodified Valve Modified Valve 
 Valve 1 Valve 2 Valve 1 Valve 2 
Delay time (ms) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 









Table 4.10: Simulated error in the delay and transition times for the turn-off response of 
the modified and unmodified Sun Hydraulics valves 
 Off Response 
 Unmodified Valve Modified Valve 
 Valve 1 Valve 2 Valve 1 Valve 2 
Delay time (ms) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Transition time (ms) 5 5 4 4 
 
The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20. The simulation 
was done at a shaft speed of 500 rpm and a differential pressure of 103 bar for both 
partial flow diverting and sequential flow diverting operating strategies. The simulation 
model predicted a 15% increases in efficiency at 25% displacement down to three percent 
increase in efficiency at full displacement for the partial flow diverting operating strategy. 
As for the sequential flow diverting strategy, the model predicted an eight percent 
increase in efficiency at 25% displacement down to three percent at full displacement. It 
is noticed that the predicted increase in efficiency is lower for the sequential flow 
diverting mode; that is because all the valve transitions happen at either TDC or BDC 
where the valve speed is zero, so an error in the valve timing would have a smaller effect 






Figure 4.19: Digital pump/motor simulated efficiency comparison between the 







Figure 4.20: Digital pump/motor simulated efficiency comparison between the 
unmodified and modified valves when operating at sequential flow diverting strategy 
 
The modified valves were then installed on the digital pump/motor test stand, as shown in 
Figure 4.21. Data from the peak-and-hold and reverse current strategy response time 
testing of each individual valve was used to find the delay time of each valve, and then 
was incorporated it into the control algorithm as the “advance” value for each valve, so 







Figure 4.21: Digital pump/motor assembly 
The overall experimental efficiency was calculated using the averages of the pressure, 
flow, shaft speed, and torque measurements calculated over a four seconds period. The 




   Eq. 4.2 
The digital pump/motor test stand was operated at steady state conditions with operating 
temperature of 49oC, shaft speed of 500 rpm, and a differential pressure of 103 bar at 
25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% displacement in partial flow diverting and sequential flow 
diverting operating strategies; given the limitation in valve speeds and reliability, the unit 
can run efficiently up to 700 rpm, however, faster running speeds would yield lower 
efficiency because the valves are not fast enough to switch on time. The efficiency 
comparison with the older unmodified valves is shown in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23. 
An increase in efficiency is also noticed in both operating strategies when using the 
modified faster valves. There was a significant improvement in efficiency in the partial 
flow diverting operating strategy, where an efficiency increase of up to 12% was attained 
using the modified valves. It is also noticed that the experimental results validated the 







The sequential flow limiting strategy experienced a smaller increase in efficiency because 
the valves would only switch at zero piston speeds. An increase in efficiency up to 5% 
was experienced experimentally, which also validates the model which expected an 
increase of up to 8%. 
Figure 4.22: Digital pump/motor measured efficiency comparison when using the 
modified and unmodified valves for partial flow diverting strategy, 500 rpm and a 







Figure 4.23: Digital pump/motor measured efficiency comparison when using the 
modified and unmodified valves for sequential flow diverting strategy, 500 rpm and a 
differential pressure of 103 bar 
4.4. Conclusions 
This chapter investigated the importance of valve timing in a digital pump/motor 
configuration and their influence on its functionality. The peak-and-hold and reverse 
current driving method was presented and applied on two sets of electrically controlled 
on/off cartridge valves. Results show that the new set of valves yield faster response 
times compared to the previously used valves. The simulation model was used to predict 
the improvement in efficiency of the digital pump/motor when the new set of valves were 
used. These new valves were then implemented on the digital pump/motor test stand and 






CHAPTER 5. VALVE TIMING ALGORITHM 
This Chapter investigates the impact of timing errors in the valves and how to actively 
correct that error in real time using only the pressure transducers on the low pressure and 
high pressure sides (not relying on the in-cylinder pressure transducers). 
5.1. Error in Valve Timing 
High speed electrically controlled on/off valves are key enablers for digital hydraulics in 
general, and to the digital pump/motor prototype proposed in this work. Simulation and 
experimental results showed the significance of the valve’s response time on the overall 
performance and efficiency of the digital pump/motor, where a small error in the delay in 
the valve opening or closing could lead to large energy losses. 
The delay time for the valve response is non-linear; it depends on the unit’s operating 
conditions such as the fluid’s temperature, the working pressure, the shaft speed, the 
input electric signal, and the unit’s displacement. To further illustrate this non-linearity in 
the valve timing, the digital pump/motor test stand was operated in a partial flow 
diverting mode at a differential pressure of 104 bar, and a shaft speed of 500 rpm while 
varying the displacement of the unit. The valve’s response times in chamber 1 are shown 
in Figure 5.1. The large variation in the valve response time can be seen when the 
displacement of the unit changes. To quantify the change in the valves delay time, the 
standard error of each valve was calculated and reported in  
Table 5.1. As shown in the table, the standard error is relatively high, as valve 2 had a 







Figure 5.1: Calculated delay from measured data for the opening and closing of valve 1 
and valve 2 in chamber 1 as a function of the unit’s displacement 
Table 5.1: Mean and standard error of valve 1 and valve 2 turn-on and turn-off times 
when changing the displacement 
  Mean (ms) Standard Error (ms) 
Valve 1 
Turn-on 5.63 ± 0.32 
Turn-off 15.77 ± 0.57 
Valve 2 
Turn-on 5.73 ± 0.37 






Since the error in delay timing greatly depends on the running conditions of the digital 
pump/motor, the error in the delay when the system is running at the same operating 
conditions was tested. Experimental results show that the non-linearity in the valves 
opening and closing were much smaller compared to when the operating conditions were 
changed. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.2 which shows the measured delay time for 
opening and closing of valve 1 and valve 2 in one displacement chamber when the digital 
pump/motor is running at the same running conditions over a short period of time. It can 
be seen that there are no large changes in the valve timings as time passes. This is also 
shown in Table 5.2 which lists the mean and standard error for all the time measurements; 
the highest standard error was for valve 1 turn-off time of ± 0.19 ms which only accounts 
for a 1.6% change in the valve delay time. This small change in the delay time of the 
valves is because the digital pump/motor was running at steady state conditions, so the 
valves opening and closing behaviors were repetitive over each shaft revolution, leading 






Figure 5.2: Calculated delay from measured data for the opening and closing of valve 1 
and valve 2 in chamber 1 as a function of time when running at the same operating 
conditions. 
 
Table 5.2: Mean and standard error of valve 1 and valve 2 turn-on and turn-off times at 
steady conditions 
  Mean (ms) Standard Error (ms) 
Valve 1 
Turn-on 6.10 ± 0.09 
Turn-off 11.4 ± 0.19 
Valve 2 
Turn-on 5.59 ± 0.04 








This simulation results matched the experimental behavior, and the same behavior would 
be expected to happen in the other two chambers in case of a delay in the valves occurred. 
So based on the simulation model, the in-cylinder pressures could be used to calculate the 
delay in the valve timing. This calculated delay would then be used to actively change the 
valve switching angles to account for the error in the delay time of the valves. However, 
since the ultimate goal of this project is to commercialize the digital pump/motor, 
calculating the valve delay times using the in-cylinder pressure transducers was not 
further pursued since the goal was to minimize the number of sensors on the unit, and the 
in-cylinder pressure transducers would not be part of the digital pump/motor during 
production. 
5.3. High and Low Pressures Based Valve Correction Algorithm 
This section discusses the use of the pressure readings on the high and low pressure ports 
in order to estimate the valves opening and closing delay times. 
5.3.1. Simulation Based Correction 
With the end goal of implementing the digital pump/motor on a machine, a reduction in 
the number of sensors and the complexity of data acquisition and control systems was 
needed; so the in-cylinder pressure transducers were not a practical option to use for 
valve timing correction, other options to actively correct the valves delay time were 
pursued. The most feasible option was to use the pressure readings on the high and low 
pressure lines to predict the valves delay. The motivation behind using the high and low 
pressure transducers was simple; as shown Figure 5.5, Valve 1 is always connected to 
port A and the displacement chamber, so whenever Valve 1 is opened or closed, a small 
fluctuation in pressure in port A would be expected. Similarly, Valve 2 is always 
connected to port B and the displacement chamber, so whenever Valve 2 is opened or 
closed, a small fluctuation in pressure in port B would be expected. The controller used 






in opening or closing Valve 1 was estimated by measuring the time difference between 
when the signal was sent to open or close Valve 1 and when a pressure ripple in port A 
occurred. Similarly, the time difference between the moment the signal was sent to Valve 
2 and the occurrence of a pressure ripple in port B would represent the delay time in 
opening or closing Valve 2.  
Figure 5.5: Digital pump/motor configuration 
Since all the displacement chambers of the digital pump/motor are connected to the same 
low pressure and high pressure ports with the valves not overlapping during the piston 
strokes, such an approach could be applied to all valves in all displacement chambers 
with the use of two pressure transducers only, one at the low pressure port and another at 
the high pressure port. This approach would be limited by the number of chambers in the 
pump/motor unit and the operating speed because at faster speeds, the valves would 







The three piston digital pump/motor simulation model was used to check the feasibility 
of such a method. A delay in the opening and closing of Valve 1 and Valve 2 in all the 
displacement chambers were added to simulate the effects of this delay on the pressure 
and whether the expected pressure ripples are experienced or not. The simulation was 
conducted at 100% displacement, a differential pressure of 103.4 bar, and a shaft speed of 
700 rpm with a 3 ms delay in Valve 2 opening in all displacement chambers and a 2.5 ms 
delay in Valve 2 closing in all the chambers; the results are shown in Figure 5.6. 
The plot is divided into three subplots; each subplot shows the pressure change as a 
function of time in one displacement chamber overlaid with the pressure in the high 
pressure line and an amplified electric signal sent to Valve 2 in each chamber. The state 
of the electric signal is either on or off, with an off signal being sent at zero. It was 
noticed that when an on electric signal was sent to Valve 2 in chamber 1, there was a 
small time delay until a pressure fluctuation in the high pressure line occurred, shown in a 
green circle in Figure 5.6; this delay accounts for the delay time in the valve opening. The 
in-cylinder pressure confirms this since the pressure in the cylinder almost matches the 
pressure in the high line when the fluctuation occurred, representing the time at which 
Valve 2 opened. 
Similarly, when an off electric signal was sent to Valve 2 in chamber 1, there was a small 
time delay until a pressure fluctuation in the high pressure line occurred, shown in a black 
circle in Figure 5.6; this delay accounts for the delay time in the valve closing. The in-
cylinder pressure confirms this as well since the pressure in the cylinder dropped to the 
pressure in the low pressure line when the fluctuation occurred, representing the time at 
which Valve 2 opened. So the time difference between the instant the signals were sent 
and the occurrences of the pressure fluctuation in the high pressure lines represents the 
delay in the valve opening or closing in chamber 1. A similar approach could be done in 
the other two chambers; when an electric signal (on or off) was sent to Valve 2 in each 
chamber, a pressure change occurred in the high pressure line after a short period of time, 







Figure 5.6: Simulated fluctuation in pressure in the high pressure line when a delay in 
valve 2 response time is present 
Since the simulation model was able to capture the pressure changes associated with the 
delay in the valve switching, a control algorithm was written to estimate the delay in the 







in state, and a difference of 1 represents that the valve was in an off state and was then 
turned on. A sample valve signal and change in state is shown in Figure 5.8, as seen in 
the figure, when the valve was triggered to turn on, a change of state occurred followed 
by a zero signal for the valve holding signal; and when the valve was triggered to turn off, 
a change of state occurred followed by a zero signal for the valve off state. 
 
Figure 5.8: Change of valve state compared to the valve signal as a function of time 
 
After locating the triggering points of the valves, the pressure data from the instance of 
the trigger to a pre-defined interval length were saved in an array; the length of this array 
was specified by the user running the script, and was set to be long enough to capture the 
pressure ripple. Since the simulated pressure was filtered, the pressure curves were 







valleys. The slopes were calculated using equation   Eq. 5.1, which represents the 






𝑃ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ(𝑖 + 1) − 𝑃ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ(𝑖)
𝑡(𝑖 + 1) − 𝑡(𝑖)
   Eq. 5.1 
 
i represents the index of the array, which starts at the location of the first state change in 
the valve signal and ends after a pre-defined index length based on how long the delay is 
expected to be (It was set for a length of eight ms in the script, which assumes that the 
maximum delay would be eight) 
A pre-defined threshold slope value was used as a cut-off value for detecting the peak or 
valley locations, so when the calculated slope exceeds the threshold slope (in absolute 
value), a rise or drop in the pressure is detected. The first occurrence of the peak indicates 
the presence of a pressure ripple. The index of that point is recorded and the time 
between that point and the change of valve state would refer to the delay time in the valve. 
This script was first tested to calculate turn-on delay time of Valve 2 in chamber 1, but 
was then applied to the other two chambers using the same concept. A similar script was 
then written to calculate the turn-off delay time of Valve 2 in the three displacement 
chambers. The final written script was capable of calculating turn-on and turn-off delay 
times of Valve 2 in all the displacement chambers, with a total of six calculated delay 
times. 
The script was then tested on data extracted from the simulation model when a delay to 
the turn-on and turn-off of Valve 2 was added to each chamber. A sample of the input 
delays and the script calculated delays are presented in Table 5.3. 
As shown in the table, the delay times calculated with the script almost match the actual 
delays set in the simulation model. The slight differences present between the input and 







the valve timing, which will create a small offset because of using a fixed threshold slope 
cutoff value for all chambers. 









Input delay (ms) 4.5 3.0 2.5 
Calculated  delay (ms) 4.2 2.8 2.7 
Turn-off 
Input delay (ms) 4.0 3.5 5.0 
Calculated delay (ms) 3.9 3.9 5.2 
 
A similar script could be written to calculate Valve 1 delay times in the three chambers 
by using the pressure ripples in the low pressure line. 
5.3.2. Experimental Based Correction 
The simulation model was able to predict the pressure fluctuations on the high pressure 
line; it showed that when a delay in the valve opening or closing is present, a pressure 
ripple on the high pressure line will occur, representing the time at which the valve 
started to open or close. A script was then written to verify that a valve calculation timing 
algorithm could be theoretically established. This algorithm used the ripples in the high 
pressure line to calculate the delays in the opening and closing of Valve 2 in the three 
displacement chambers. So this provided a proof of concept for the proposed method and 







To further validate that the valve correction procedure could be experimentally 
reproduced, the digital pump/motor test stand was operated at a differential pressure of 52 
bar, a shaft speed of 700 rpm, and at 100% displacement. The in-cylinder pressures, high 
and low pressures, and valve signals were recorded in all three chambers and are shown 
in Figure 5.9. Similar to the simulation results, when a signal was sent to turn valve 2 on 
or off, a pressure fluctuation was noticed on the high pressure line, and when a signal was 
sent to turn valve 1 on or off, a pressure fluctuation was noticed on the low pressure line. 
This behavior occurred in all three chambers, allowing an experimentally based valve 
timing correction algorithm which calculates the turn-on and turn-off delay for all six 








Figure 5.9: Experimentally measured pressure ripples in the high and low pressure lines 
when a delay in valves response time is present, 100% displacement at 700 rpm 
A valve timing correction algorithm was then written in Matlab/Simulink to calculate the 
delay in valve timings in real time; a schematic of the valve timing algorithm for one 







chambers, but for simplicity, space constraints, and the similarity in approach, the 
diagram in Figure 5.10 shows the logic used in one chamber. The input variables 
acquired in real time are the signals to valve 1 and valve 2, the advance times of valve 1 
and valve 2, the pressure reading on the high and low pressure lines, and the previous 
delay time calculated by the algorithm. 
The digital pump motor control algorithm runs in real time, so in order to do any real 
time analysis with the acquired data, the needed sensor readings should be saved in a 
moving array which updates based on the frequency of the data acquisition system; the 
data acquisition was set to acquire signals at a frequency of 5000 Hz, so the created array 
would update every 0.2 ms. This array should be large enough to record the pressures 
needed to detect the delay in the valves. The valves delay times were expected to range 
between two to 20 ms, so an array length of 123 elements was used to store the pressures 
in real time, accounting for a 24.6 ms recording period. 
To better capture the patterns in the pressure readings, both the low and high pressure 
signals were filtered with a three element non-weighted moving average, so a tapped 
delay (a block which delays an input by the specified number of sample periods and 
outputs all the delayed versions) of three elements was used to save all three elements in 
an array and then finding the average, as shown in Figure 5.10. These filtered pressure 
readings were then stored into a 123 element array using a tapped delay and this array 
was used as an input for the valve timing algorithm. The difference in the filtered 
pressure readings was also obtained to detect the rising and falling edges. 
Since the pressure readings were stored in arrays, the valve signals should have also been 
stored in arrays to account for the delays in the signals. However, a regular delay was 
used for both valve inputs to save memory and increase the efficiency of the algorithm. 
This was applicable because the only information required from the valve signals were 
times at which the signal was sent to change the states of the valves, so a difference 
function was used to detect the time at which a change in state occurred; the possible 
outputs of the difference functions are presented in Table 5.4. The valve signal would be 







so at the instant a transition between off to on switching in the valve happens, the 
difference of values in the valve signals would be +1. Similarly, a difference of -1 would 
occur when a switch from on to off occurs. A no change of state can occur when the 
valve signal is either high or low, outputting a value of 0. Based on this, the only 
information needed was the first instant at which a change of state occurred, which 
represented the time when the valve signal was sent. This approach was done for both 
Valve 1 and Valve 2 in the displacement chamber. 
Table 5.4: State of change description 
Output Meaning 
-1 Change from on-state to off-state 
0 No change in state 
+1 Change from off-state to on-state 
 
The algorithm also takes the valves advance times as inputs, these times represent the 
delays expected by the valves; the FPGA code has an advance parameter which accounts 
for the delays in the valves timing, so the signal to open or close the valve could be sent 
earlier to account for the delay. For example, if the Valve 1 turn-off response has a delay 
of 15 ms, the off-advance parameter of Valve 1 could be set to 15 ms, thus sending the 
signal earlier. The advance could also be increased to account for the transition time of 
the valves, thus optimizing the switching times and improving the performance of the 
digital pump/motor. The code uses the advance times for safety reasons. The delay in the 
valves change within a certain range, so the code compares the calculated time with the 
previous value, and only displays the calculated time delay if it was within a certain 








The valve timing algorithm is triggered with a control knob which turns it on or off as the 
digital pump/motor test stand is running. When the algorithm is set to be on, different if-
statements are triggered in the algorithm depending on the valve states. For example, 
when a state of +1 from the signal of valve 2 is sent, the code runs the correction for the 
turn-on response of valve 2 in that specific chamber. Similarly, when a state of -1 from 
the signal of valve 2 is sent, the code runs the correction for the turn-off response of valve 
1 in that chamber. This same procedure is applied for the turn-on and turn-off response of 
all six valves, totaling 12 response times. The correction procedure followed by the 
algorithm was similar among all valves in all chambers, so a sample correction will be 
described below for one case. 
When a +1 state in valve 2 is sent to the algorithm (it is delayed by around 25 ms), the 
high pressure line would have been saved in an array; this array recorded the pressure 
from the instant the valve signal was sent for a duration of around 25 ms. The low 
pressure signal was filtered with an analog 4th order Butterworth filter to find an average 
pressure point; a cutoff peak pressure is then estimated based on the high pressure value. 
The thresholds for the cutoff pressures were set to be within 4% of the filtered pressure, 
so when a 4% drop or rise in the pressure is recorded after the signal was sent, the code 
would detect that data point and save its index as the cutoff point, marked in a black 








Figure 5.11: Cutoff pressure threshold 
The slope of the pressure curve would then be used to detect the instant at which the 
pressure started to drop till it reached that threshold point; it detects the drop by checking 
the slope array and then finds the last change in the sign of the slope occurring before the 
threshold point. That last change in sign of the slope should occur at the point at which 
the pressure started to drop. That point’s index was then recorded and the number of 
elements between that data point and the valve signal was calculated, allowing to 
calculate the delay time based on the 0.2 ms interval between data points. 
If the output was null, the same procedure would be repeated using a threshold range of 3% 
rather than 4%. If the output stays null, the code would use the delay time calculated in 
the previous cycle as the new delay time. A valve override delay was also set to prevent 







not within two ms from the preset advance time, outputting the delay time calculated in 
the previous cycle. 
The same approach was done for the turn-on and turn-off response for all six valves. The 
only difference is that the code for the turn-off delay ignores the first occurrence of a 
pressure ripple. This is done because the turn-off delay is longer than 10 ms, so a ripple 
associated from a different chamber would occur right after the off signal was sent. This 
behavior is demonstrated in Figure 5.12; when a valve off signal was sent in chamber one, 
shown by a dotted black line, the first pressure ripple occurred after only four ms, marked 
in a red circle in Figure 5.12. This pressure ripple was highly unlikely to refer to the 
delay time and didn’t match the response times experimentally obtained in the individual 
valve response time testing. It was a result of the turn-on delay of valve 2 in the second 
displacement chamber, which occurred right after an off signal was sent to valve 2 in 
chamber 1. So the code was programmed to skip a predefined interval of time before 
checking for pressure ripples. Adding this time skip didn’t only solve the problem of the 
unwanted pressure ripple, but also made the code more efficient as it processed smaller 
arrays per cycle, so a similar time skip was also applied on the pressure ripple 







Figure 5.12: Marking of the skipped pressure ripple 
This Matlab/Simulink program was then compiled into a NI Veristand Real-Time Target 
compatible format and then uploaded onto the Veristand software. The input and output 
variables were then mapped between the Matlab/Simulink file and Veristand and the 
Veristand workspace had been created, the Veristand workspace is shown in Figure 5.13. 
This workspace allowed the user to specify the on and off advance times of all six valves 
and control whether the correction algorithm is on or off. When the system is running 
with the “start correction” toggle on, the user can then actively change the advance times 
to match the delay values displayed by the correction algorithm, until they both almost 









Figure 5.13: Veristand workspace for valve advance time control and correction 
triggering for all valves 
A comparison between the actual delays and the algorithm calculated delays for one of 
the chambers are shown in Figure 5.14. The digital pump/motor was operated at steady 
state conditions in full displacement at 700 rpm and a differential pressure of 103.4 bar. 
The algorithm calculated delays are the values outputted from the correction algorithm, 
while the actual delays were measured by individually calculating the time it took the 
pressure ripple to show from the instant the valve signal was sent. It was done manually 
for each measured data point in Figure 5.14. The data acquisition system was set to 
record data at a period of 0.2 ms, but in order to cover a larger period of time, the data 
points were taken at a 200 ms intervals. As noticed in the figure, the delay times 
calculated by the algorithm predicted the delay time in both valve 1 and valve 2 for the 








Figure 5.14: Comparison between the actual delays and the algorithm calculated delays 
 
The digital pump/motor test stand has two accumulators in the system, one connected to 
the inlet port and the other connected to the outlet port. These accumulators prevent 
cavitation during the suction at the low pressures side; they also help reduce the pressure 
and flow ripples in the system, resulting in a smoother digital pump/motor operation. 
However, the presence of these accumulators might affect the behavior of the valve 
timing algorithm because pressure peaks are expected to be larger in the absence of 
accumulators. 
The test stand was operated in pumping at full displacement, 700 rpm, and 103 bar. The 
valve timing algorithm was used to actively detect the delay times in the valves. 
Figure 5.15 shows a comparison between the algorithm calculated delays for one of the 







noticed that the valve timing algorithm was overall accurate in detecting the delays in the 
valves even when the accumulator was removed from the system; this is because the 
accumulator helps in minimizing the pressure ripples on the outlet, so removing the 
accumulator resulted in more prominent peaks which were detected by the algorithm. 
 
Figure 5.15:Comparison between the actual delays and the algorithm calculated delays 
when the accumulator is removed from the system 
5.4. Conclusions and Future Work 
The real-time valve correction algorithm was investigated in-order to account for the 







detect the time at which the pressure ripple occurred and then obtains the delay in the 
valve timing. It was able to calculate all the valve delay times in all displacement 
chambers. The error in the calculated delays was small and would provide high 
improvements to the digital pump. The code was tested for sequential flow diverting and 
sequential flow limiting operating modes at a wide range of displacement (25% to 100%) 
with pressures ranging from 25 bar to 105 bar and shaft speeds up to 700 rpm (limited by 
the valves speed). It was also tested for flow diverting mode and gave good results for 
displacements between 70% and 100%. The error in the calculated delay times was below 
5% in all of the tested conditions. 
Future work would be to improve the valve timing algorithm in-order to cover the most 
possible operating conditions for all four operating strategies. A study needs to be done to 
evaluate the feasibility of implementing the correction algorithm into a digital 
pump/motor setup, so the calculated delays would be used as the “advance” variable to 
predict the delay in the next cycle for all valves. This will depend on the capability of the 







CHAPTER 6. INVESTIGATION OF MODE SWITCHING 
This chapter investigates the digital pump/motor switching algorithm which switches 
between operating strategies with the goal of increasing efficiency and reducing noise in 
the system. The study is divided into two parts, the first part investigates when to switch 
between the operating strategies, and the second part investigates the logic behind 
choosing which operating strategy to switch to and its feasibility. 
Depending on the digital pump/motor’s setup, it might be important to switch operating 
modes for different configurations. Simulation and experimental data were used to 
investigate the feasibility of mode switching. The study includes two main aspects. The 
first is the dynamics of how to achieve mode switching while the system is running in 
real time. This will include the method of how to smoothly transition between operating 
strategies. The second aspect will include the logic behind switching between the 
operating strategies and investigate the feasibility to operate in different operating modes; 
this will be based on the shaft speed, operating pressure, pump/motor displacement, valve 
area and timing, and the unit’s temperature. The goal is to define which operating mode 
is better than the other ones for a specific operation. 
6.1. Study of Piston Position at the Switch 
An important factor in switching between operating strategies is the position of the piston 
at the time a switching command is sent to the valves. Unlike the sequential flow 
diverting and flow limiting strategies, partial flow limiting and flow diverting strategies 
require the valves to switch at a high piston speed; this speed is dependent on the 
operating displacement of the unit, so a small error in valve timing would yield large 







pump/motor behavior. For example, if the pump is operating at 50% displacement at a 
shaft speed of 3000 rpm in a partial flow diverting strategy, the losses due to the error in 
valve timing would be high because the valve would switch at a high velocity, so a delay 
of one ms will be significant in terms of piston displacement. 
To further illustrate this concept, since the motion of the piston with respect to the shaft 
position is sinusoidal, the piston’s position as a function of the shaft position is presented 





∗ (1 + cos(𝜃)) 
 
 Eq. 6.1  
The relation between the shaft position and the angular velocity is shown in  Eq. 6.2. 
 
𝜃 = 𝜔𝑡  Eq. 6.2  
 
Plugging  Eq. 6.2 into  Eq. 6.1 results in  Eq. 6.3, which represents the piston’s position 





∗ (1 + cos(𝜔𝑡)) 
 
 Eq. 6.3  
The piston’s position as a function of time is shown in Figure 6.1. The simulation was 
done at 3000 rpm and 25 mm piston stoke for one cycle. The maximum and minimum 
distances traveled by the piston in one ms were then calculated using a Matlab script. The 
goal was to calculate the range of error in piston location due to an error in the delay in 
valve timing. The simulation showed that the maximum distance traveled by the piston 
occurred at mid-stroke where the velocities were maximum (and therefore corresponding 
flow rates), highlighted in red in Figure 6.1, and the minimum distance traveled by the 
piston in one ms was at either the BDC or TDC, highlighted in blue in Figure 6.1. For 
this specific example, the maximum distance traveled was 3.91 mm out of a 25 mm total 







15.64% error in the pistons position if the valve switching occurred around mid-stroke, 
which explains the large losses due to the error in valve timing in the partial flow 
diverting and flow limiting modes. If the valve switching occurred at BDC or TDC, a one 
ms error in valve timing would cause the piston to be 0.31 mm off, which represents a 
1.24% error in the piston’s position, and that is the case with the sequential flow limiting 
and sequential flow diverting operating strategies. 
 
Figure 6.1: Maximum and minimum piston travel in one ms 
A sample calculation for two cases at 3000 rpm is shown below, 
 
Case 1: a 1 ms delay from TDC 
t = 0.001 s 
















∗ (1 + cos ((100π 
rd
𝑠
) (0.001s)))  
𝑥 = 24.39 𝑚𝑚 
So the travel distance is 0.61 mm 
Case 2: a 1 ms delay at half stroke 
The distance covered due to a 1 ms delay at half stroke could be found by finding the 









∗ (1 + cos ((100π 
rd
𝑠
) (0.0045s)))  




∗ (1 + cos ((100π 
rd
𝑠
) (0.0055s)))  
𝑥4.5𝑚𝑠 = 10.54 𝑚𝑚 
So the travel distance is 3.92 mm 
In addition to the energy benefits of switching at TDC or BDC during the change in 
digital pump/motor operating strategy, smoother transitions would be attained by such 
switches. This is because the new strategy would be started right after the cycle of the 
previous strategy ends, and this could be done separately at each of the displacement 
chambers. For example, if the digital pump motor is operated in a partial flow diverting 
strategy and the goal is to switch to a partial flow limiting strategy, this switch could be 
done right at the moment when the fluid is delivered to the high pressure side and the 
valve at the high pressure side closes; this triggers the end of the pumping cycle and thus 
a new cycle with a different operating strategy could be initiated. Such a behavior would 







between partial flow diverting, partial flow limiting, sequential flow diverting, and 
sequential flow limiting regardless of the current operating strategy. 
The transition between two pumping operating strategies is pictorially shown in 
Figure 6.2. When the pumping cycle of the previous operating strategy is done, the piston 
will be at the TDC, which will be the starting state of the next operating strategy, flow 
limiting in this case. This next strategy will be running until a new switch in operating 
strategy occurs, which will use the same logic of switching when the piston is at TDC in 
the delivery stroke. 
 








6.2. Switching Considerations 
The digital pump/motor has different operating strategies; each strategy has its 
advantages and disadvantages, as well as its advantages over the other strategies, so 
switching between strategies will be important to optimize the digital pump/motor 
operation. 
Depending on the pressure and flow requirements, different operating modes are more 
efficient than others. The goal is real-time switching between operating strategies (partial 
flow diverting/limiting and sequential) based on the condition required (flow ripple, heat, 
torque ripple, efficiency...) with the goal of maximizing system efficiency and keep noise 
under allowable levels. Although this is easy to demonstrate on the test bench by 
manually selecting the operating mode, if the pump/motor is to be successfully 
implemented on a test bed, the controller must do this in real time and while minimizing 
any feedback to the system during the actual mode switch. 
For example, valve losses differ among operating strategies; in a partial flow diverting 
operating strategy, the flow will always be diverted back to the low pressure port (unless 
operating at full displacement) through the valve in every operating cycle, with losses 
increasing at lower displacements since more flow is being diverted back to the low 
pressure chamber, resulting in large valve losses. However, in the partial flow limiting 
operating strategy, only the displaced fluid will enter the displacement chamber, so the 
valve losses scale downward more closely with displacement. So the valve opening area 
is important in deciding which operating strategy to use. 
Another factor to take into account would be valve timing and its key importance in a 
digital pump motor configuration. For instance, the partial flow diverting operating 
strategy has an advantage over the partial flow limiting operating strategy because the 
partial flow limiting strategy is more sensitive to valve timing. This is because if there 
was an error in the timing of the outlet valve in the case of partial flow limiting strategy, 
pressurized flow from the high pressure line will enter the displacement chamber while is 







in the system. However, in the case of the partial flow diverting strategy, the 
displacement chamber is kept full regardless of the displacement of the unit, so the 
effects of an error in valve timing would mainly affect the efficiency of the system, and 
not damage any part; this could be seen in Figure 6.3, which shows the percentage valve 
losses from the total energy for partial flow diverting and flow limiting strategies at 25%, 
50%, 75%, and 100% displacements while varying the delays in all the valves by one ms, 
two ms, and three ms. It is noticed that the valve losses in the flow limiting strategy 
remain low regardless of the displacement or the delay. However, the losses in the flow 
diverting strategy increase at lower displacements and with higher valve delays because 
more fluid is being metered through the valves, increasing the percentage of losses due to 
the valve. This shows the importance of the valve response time in deciding which 
operating strategy to choose in mode switching. 
 
Figure 6.3: Percentage of valve losses at different displacements and valve delay times 
for partial flow diverting and limiting operating strategies 
Not only does the valve response time limit the operating speed of the digital pump/motor, 







partial flow limiting strategies and their minimum attainable displacement. The delay in 
the valves opening and closing is compensated by using an “advance” value in the 
experimental test stand; this advance value allows the controller to send a signal to open 
or close the valve earlier to account for the valve delay and transition. This delay in the 
valve can’t be larger than the time in between two valve commands, thus limiting the 
minimum achievable displacements for partial flow diverting and flow limiting strategies. 
The displacement of the sequential flow diverting and limiting operating strategies are 
not affected by the valve response times because they achieve variable displacement with 
enabled and disabled chambers.  
The advantages and disadvantages of each of the digital pump/motor’s operating 
























 High efficiency with a large 
valve flow area 
 Continuous variable 
displacement 
 Large metering losses 
 Restriction on minimum 




 Metering losses scale down 
with displacement 
 Continuous variable 
displacement 
 Restriction on minimum 
displacement due to valve 
response time 
 Sensitive to valve response 




 Can achieve discrete variable 
displacement over the full 
range of displacement 
 Less sensitive to valve 
response time 
 Large metering losses 
 High ripples 





 Can achieve discrete variable 
displacement over the full 
range of displacement 
 Less sensitive to valve 
response time 
 Metering losses scale down 
with displacement 
 High ripples 
 Discrete levels of 
displacement 
 Sensitive to valve response 
time due to chamber voiding 
6.3. Switching Investigation 
6.3.1. Efficiency Based Mode Switching 
Depending on the running conditions of the digital pump/motor, one operating strategy 
might be more efficient than another. A mode switching algorithm was written to actively 







user has the option of activating the efficiency based switching in real-time, and the 
controller would actively pick which operating strategy yields the highest efficiency. 
To cover a wide range of the operating conditions, the digital pump/motor was operated 
in partial flow diverting, partial flow limiting, sequential flow diverting, and sequential 
flow limiting strategies. The operating parameters are shown in Table 6.2; the test stand 
was operated at each of the conditions listed in the table, resulting is a total of 144 unique 
data sets. The pressure and efficiency of each of these operating conditions were recorded. 
Table 6.2: Digital pump/motor operating parameters 
Operating Strategies 
- Partial flow diverting 
- Partial flow limiting 
- Sequential flow diverting 
- Sequential flow limiting strategies 
Displacement (%)             25, 50, 75, 100 
Pressure Differential (bar)             34.5, 103.4, 172.4 
Operating Speed (rpm)             300, 500, 700 
 
 
An efficiency based mode switching algorithm was written to maximize efficiency by 
switching to the most efficient operating strategy given the current operating conditions, 
shown in Figure 6.4. The most efficient operating strategy was found by using 
experimental data. A lookup table with experimental data at a wide range of operating 
conditions was created and imported into a Matlab script. A sample of the lookup table is 








Figure 6.4: Schematic for an efficiency based strategy selection 
The code takes the current displacement of the digital pump/motor unit, the shaft speed, 
and the operating pressure as inputs, and uses the lookup table to find the efficiencies of 
all operating strategies at the closest set of operating conditions. For example, if the test 
stand is operated at a displacement of 60%, a differential pressure of 158.6 bar, and a 
shaft speed of 800 rpm, the script will interpolate to find the closest operating data sets to 
these parameters, resulting in using a displacement of 50%, a differential pressure of 
172.4 bar, and a shaft speed of 700 rpm from the lookup table. The lookup table will have 
data for all four operating strategies running at these conditions; the run numbers are 
highlighted in red in Table 6.3, and the strategy with the highest efficiency will be 
selected. In this particular case, the sequential flow limiting operating strategy yielded the 










Table 6.3: Sample efficiency lookup table, P-FD: Partial flow diverting, P-FL: Partial 














100 300 34.5 
79.96 P-FD 
2 79.28 P-FL 
3 81.32 S-FD 
4 81.64 S-FL 
5 
75 500 103.4 
81.27 P-FD 
6 85.04 P-FL 
7 85.80 S-FD 
8 86.50 S-FL 
9 
50 700 172.4 
63.73 P-FD 
10 81.83 P-FL 
11 85.84 S-FD 
12 86.32 S-FL 
 
The code was compiled into a Versitand compatible file and imported to the controller. 
The Veristand user interface was modified to map the new variables and implement the 
mode switching algorithm. The efficiency based algorithm was then tested on the digital 
pump/motor test stand. Experimental testing showed that the algorithm would always 
pick the sequential flow limiting strategy as the strategy with the highest efficiency; this 
was expected given the slow response time of the valves used on the test stand which 
decreases the efficiency of partial flow diverting and partial flow limiting strategies, 
while the 40 l/min rated flow rate decreases the efficiency of the sequential flow diverting 
strategy by increasing the metering losses. 
This method of selecting the most efficient operating strategy also depends on the size of 
the lookup table and whether it covers a wide range of operating conditions. A good 







receives data while the digital pump/motor is operating; a schematic of this concept is 
shown in Figure 6.5. This idea here is to keep adding the unit’s displacement, differential 
pressure, speed, efficiency, and the current operating strategy information to the lookup 
table in order to map the whole possible operating parameters. This would result in less 
interpolation when deciding which run number to choose from the lookup table, yielding 
more accurate results and higher efficiencies. 
 
Figure 6.5: Schematic for an improved efficiency based strategy selection 
6.3.2. Ripple Based Mode Switching 
To actively switch between operating strategies based on the ripples, an algorithm to 
actively detect the peaks and their frequency of those ripples was developed. This 
algorithm used real-time data from the output pressure to actively detect the peaks and 
their frequency, allowing the possibility of using this information to select the operating 







A sample pressure data is shown in Figure 6.6. The valve signals from all three chambers 
are displayed in the dashed lines. Those ripples would vary depending on the operating 
conditions and operating strategy used. It is noticed that the pressure ripple is highest 
right after a valve turn-on signal is sent, so depending on the shaft speed, the valve 
signals could be used to narrow down the peak and frequency detection range of the 
ripples. 
 
Figure 6.6: Pressure ripples in flow diverting strategy 
Data processing to locate peaks and valleys and their frequencies is widely used in 
scientific research; the intuitive method to locate those peaks is to take the derivative of 
the signal, the peak would be the location where a downward-going zero-crossing occurs, 
and the valley would be the location where an upward-going zero-crossing occurs 
(O’Haver, 2016). However, the presence of noise in measured data results in detecting a 







overcome this limitation is to use noise reduction techniques which aim at smoothing the 
data curves; the most common smoothing techniques include: 
1. Moving average filter 
2. Savitzky-Golay filter 
3. Gaussian filter 
4. Kaiser window 
5. Wavelet Transform 
a. Continuous Wavelet Transform 
b. Discrete Wavelet Transform 
c. Undecimated Discrete Wavelet Transform 
Detailed information regarding these techniques can be found in Yang et al., 2009. For 
this script, a three element non-weighted moving average filter was used to avoid shifting 
by using previous data, so the elements are equally spaced on both sides of the center 
point. This non-weighted moving average was used to filter the pressure signals 
measured from the digital pump/motor test stand, so a tapped delay of three elements was 
used to save all three elements in an array and then the average was found. Afterwards, 
the downward-going zero-crossings are detected and the highest peak amplitude and 
location is recorded. 
A script was designed to measure the peaks and frequency. Figure 6.7 shows the 
objective of the proposed script. The script would take the high pressure, shaft speed, and 








Figure 6.7: Peak and frequency detection script 
The script could be written without the valve signals and the shaft speed, but to better 
detect the peaks and to save computation, the valve signals and shaft speeds were used. 
The end goal of this script is to run in real-time while the digital pump/motor is operating, 
so computational efficiency is needed. The pressure signal was saved in arrays which 
were processed by the script in real-time; the size of these arrays would be dependent on 
the speed the unit is running at, so a variable size array was used to save the data; this 
array is a function of the operating speed, the frequency of data acquisition, and the 
number of pistons in the unit. The equation used to define the size of the array is shown 
below. 




   Eq. 6.4 
Where n is the shaft rotational speed. 
Since the digital pump/motor is a three piston unit, the valves at the high pressure side are 
offset by one third of the shaft revolution; the time in between the signals to the valves on 










   Eq. 6.5 
The final step is to find the number of elements to be saved in the array; this is dependent 
on the frequency of the data acquisition used on the digital pump/motor’s test stand. The 




   Eq. 6.6 
Since the test stand used is a three piston digital pump/motor with data acquired at a 







   Eq. 6.7 
 
The peak detection script for pressure data is shown in Figure 6.8. A three element tapped 
delay was used to store three pressure elements in a moving array and was then sent to an 
average block, resulting in a three element moving average and a smoother pressure 
signal. The script was written to be executed on a real-time machine, so the data was 
saved in a moving array. As explained above, the size of the moving array varies 
depending on the number of pistons in the unit, the operating speed, and the frequency of 
data acquisition. For the digital pump/motor experimental test stand, the array size was a 
100,000
𝑛
, where n is the operating speed of the unit, as shown in   Eq. 6.7. The pressure, 
valve signals from the three chambers, and speed data were all saved in those arrays and 
then processed by the script. The script would run in real-time and output the average 







Figure 6.8: Sample peak and frequency detection script for pressure data 
A sample pressure plot for the flow diverting strategy is shown in Figure 6.10. A valve 
signal is plotted in a dashed line. The script always has the pressure array as an input, but 
will only activate once the valve signal is high; this signal is the trigger for the peak 
detection script which will find all the peaks in the array, shown in red circles for a part 
of the array, and then pick the highest peak among them, shown in a black circle in 
Figure 6.10. The peak’s position and amplitude will then be saved and the code will 







The script was then tested on the 3-piston digital pump/motor simulation model to check 
its feasibility and for potential errors. The simulation was conducted with random valve 
delay errors which would result in ripples in the high pressure data. The script was then 
executed using the pressure, shaft speed, and valve signals simulation data. 
Figure 6.9 shows a sample of the simulation results. The high pressure is plotted in blue 
and the signal of the valve at the high pressure side of chamber 1 is plotted in a dashed 
green line. The script was able to accurately detect the peaks, shown in red circles, and 
output the peak average of 138 bar and a frequency of 35 Hz. To verify those results, the 
peak values and locations were manually selected and they matched the values displayed 
by the script. This is because the valve flow forces were not included in the model, so 
only the pressure spikes are predicted by the simulation model, resulting in a more 
accurate script result.







After testing the peak and frequency detection script on the simulation model and 
verifying its feasibility, the script was modified to be implemented on the real-time 
controller. A version of the script was compiled into an extension compatible with NI 
Veristand and was uploaded to the controller. The user had a “Peak detection” toggle 
which was used to enable or disable the detection in real-time. 
A sample peak detection example is shown in Figure 6.10. The code receives the array 
starting from when the valve signal is on; it will then locate all the peaks in the array, 
marked in red circles, and save the data of the highest peak, marked in a black circle. This 










Figure 6.10: Pressure ripples in flow diverting strategy with marked peaks 
The digital pump/motor was operated in full displacement at 700 rpm and 100 bar. The 
pressure data is shown in Figure 6.11. Data points were marked on the figure showing 







Figure 6.11: Sample experimental pressure peak detection 
A summary of the actual versus script detected peaks for the figures is shown in 
Table 6.4 below. The actual peaks were manually located in each signal and their 
magnitudes and frequencies were calculated. The script peaks were the peaks outputted 
from the script as it was running in real-time while the digital pump/motor test stand was 
operating. It could be noticed that the peak magnitude and frequency were accurately 
detected with a percentage error of up to 2.71%. To further improve the peak detection, 












Table 6.4: Comparison of results between the script and manually calculating the peak 
and frequency 




Peak Magnitude (bar) 104.55 103.43 1.08 
Frequency (Hz) 33.78 34.72 2.71 
 
 
To experimentally check the pressure ripples and compare them for the operating 
strategies of the digital pump/motor, the test stand was operated in all strategies running 
at the same experimental conditions at steady state; the experimental parameters are 
shown in Table 6.5.  
Table 6.5: Experimental conditions for different run numbers used to compare ripples 
among all operating strategies 



























The digital pump/motor test stand was operated at a speed of 700 rpm, differential 
pressure of 103.4 bar, and displacements of 100%, 75%, and 50% for each of the 
operating strategy. The pressure measurements for 100%, 75%, and 50% displacement 
are plotted in Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13, and Figure 6.14 respectively. Each figure shows 
the pressure ripples for each strategy when the test stand was running at the same 
conditions. It is noticed that the pressure ripples in Figure 6.12 are similar for the four 
operating strategies; this is expected since the four operating strategies are running at 100% 
displacement, resulting in the exact same operation. This is numerically shown in  
 
 
Table 6.6, which shows the mean pressure, magnitude of their peaks, and the ratio 
between them for all the strategies. It could be noticed that the ratio for all the strategies 
is around 1.022 which shows that pressure ripple is low. This is due to the fact that when 
operating at full displacement, the valve on the high pressure side would turn-on when 
the piston is at its lowest speed at BDC, resulting in less error in piston position due to 








Figure 6.12: Pressure ripples for all operating strategies at 100% displacement, 700 rpm, 










Table 6.6: Mean, maximum pressure, and their ratio for all operating strategies at 700 
rpm, 103.4 bar, and 100% displacement 
Strategy Mean pressure  (bar) 
Mean of maximum 
pressure (bar) 
Ratio 
P-FD 117.9 120.5 1.022 
P-FL 119.0 121.3 1.019 
S-FD 119.0 121.6 1.022 
S-FL 119.8 122.4 1.022 
 
Figure 6.13 shows the pressure readings for a displacement of 75%. Since the partial flow 
diverting and flow limiting strategies have the valve on the high pressure side switching 
at partial strokes, the error in the valve timing would cause an error in the valve switching 
time, resulting in pressurizing the displacement chambers and creating ripples in the high 
pressure side. This ripple is numerically shown in Table 6.7; the partial flow diverting 
strategy has a ratio of 1.103, while the partial flow limiting strategy has a ratio of 1.073. 
The sequential flow diverting and flow limiting strategies resulted in low ripples which 
were similar to the ripples seen when the test stand was operating at 100% displacement. 
This result was expected since in sequential operation, enabled chambers are operated at 
full displacement, resulting in the valve on the high pressure side only opening at BDC 
where the piston speed is lowest, minimizing the effects of the valve delay time on the 









Figure 6.13:Pressure ripples for all operating strategies at 75% displacement, 700 rpm, 
and 103.4 bar 
Table 6.7: Mean, maximum pressure, and their ratio for all operating strategies at 700 
rpm, 103.4 bar, and 75% displacement 
Strategy Mean pressure  (bar) 
Mean of maximum 
pressure (bar) 
Ratio 
P-FD 121.8 134.4 1.103 
P-FL 118.9 127.6 1.073 
S-FD 119.2 122.5 1.028 







To further study the pressure ripples of each operating strategy, the digital pump motor 
test stand was operated at 50% displacement; the pressure readings are shown in 
Figure 6.14. The high pressure ripples in the partial flow diverting and flow limiting 




Table 6.8, the peak to average pressure ratio was 1.102 and 1.070 for partial flow 
diverting and flow limiting respectively. This high ripple occurred since the valves would 
switch when the piston is at mid-stroke, resulting in the highest error in the piston 
position during switching time and pressurizing the chambers. Similar to the results 
shown when the digital pump/motor was operated at 100% and 75% displacement, the 
sequential flow diverting and flow limiting strategies had low pressure ripples; this was 
expected because the valve would always switch at BDC independent of the unit’s 
displacement, and the accumulator was able to smooth out the lower frequency 









Figure 6.14: Pressure ripples for all operating strategies at 50% displacement, 700 rpm, 











Table 6.8: Mean, maximum pressure, and their ratio for all operating strategies at 700 
rpm, 103.4 bar, and 50% displacement  
Strategy Mean pressure  (bar) 
Mean of maximum 
pressure (bar) 
Ratio 
P-FD 117.9 130.0 1.102 
P-FL 118.9 127.2 1.070 
S-FD 119.3 122.0 1.023 
S-FL 121.3 125.6 1.035 
 
All the previous data show that the sequential operating strategies yield the highest 
efficiency and the least ripple in a three piston digital pump/motor systems with 
accumulators connected to each of the unit’s port.  
6.4. Conclusions 
This chapter investigated efficiency and ripples of each of the operating strategies and 
how to actively switch between them. In order to achieve the smoothest behavior when 
switching between operating strategies, the switch needs to occur when the piston is at 
TDC at the end of the pumping cycle. This could be done on a piston-by-piston basis 
until all pistons are operating in the new strategy. 
The advantages and disadvantages of each operating strategy was discussed along with 
the factors influencing the selection of the operating strategy were discussed. These 
factors include the valves response time and opening area, size of unit, number of pistons, 
operating conditions. 
Efficiency and ripple mode switching were investigated. Efficiency mode switching was 
based on a lookup table used from experimental data; the operating conditions were 
interpolated to the nearest data set in the lookup table and the mode with the highest 
efficiency was selected. The current test stand had the highest efficiency in the sequential 







selection would be more diverse if faster or larger flow rate valves were used. Mode 
selection based on ripples was also investigated; simulation and experimental results 
showed that sequential strategies would have the lowest pressure ripples, which was 
expected since the valves on the high pressure side would switch less due to having 
disabled chambers at lower displacements. Smooth flow was achieved by all operating 
strategies due to the presence of an accumulator on the high pressure side. So for a 
current 3-piston digital pump/motor, sequential strategies yielded the highest efficiency 







CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Current state-of-the-art pump/motors have high efficiency when operating at full 
displacement. However, as displacement is reduced from maximum, the overall 
efficiency also decreases. Digital pump/motors aim at improving the efficiency by 
utilizing two high speed on/off valves per displacement chamber; providing freedom in 
valve control and allowing for different operating strategies. The goal of the digital 
pump/motor is to increase the overall efficiency over a wider range of displacement by 
operating in modes where the losses scale downward more closely with displacement 
compared to conventional swash-plate units. To overcome the digital pump/motor 
challenges which prevent it from being implemented, this work investigated a valve 
timing algorithm which has the potential of improving the performance of digital 
pump/motors while reducing the number of sensors needed. 
This work brings the following primary and secondary research contributions: 
 Development of a physics based simulation model to investigate valve timing and 
mode switching for a digital pump/motor 
 Investigation of the impact of valve timing for a digital pump/motor 
 Investigation of mode switching to maximizes efficiency and minimizes pressure 
ripple for a digital pump/motor 
This work presented a 3-piston digital pump/motor simulation model; this model was 
used as a design tool for the experimental test stand. It simulates the four operating 
strategies and was used to predict the pressure ripples, losses, efficiencies, and the 
importance of valve timing for a digital pump/motor configuration. This model enables 
the user to specify the delay and transition time of every valve, providing the capability 







this new capability enabled the investigation of different valve timing algorithms. The 
model showed that the in-cylinder pressure readings on the digital pump/motor could be 
used to actively calculate the delay times in the valve; this was then verified on the 
experimental test stand. The model was also used to study the feasibility of using the 
pressure readings on the low and high pressure lines to calculate the delay times in the 
valve. This was then experimentally tested and a valve timing detection algorithm was 
written and uploaded to the controller. Experimental results showed that when operating 
the test stand in full displacement, at a shaft speed of 700 rpm and a differential pressure 
of 103 bar, the algorithm was accurate in detecting the valve delay times in real-time with 
errors less than 5% of the actual delay time. This could be used in future work to actively 
change the timing of the valve signals to account for the delays in real-time, increasing 
the efficiency and improving the performance of the 3-piston digital pump/motor unit. 
Future work could include improving the valve delay correction algorithm to include all 
operating strategies and a wider range of operating conditions. 
The significance of valve response time in a digital pump/motor configuration and their 
influence on its functionality was also investigated. Two Sun hydraulic valves were 
examined using the peak-and-hold and reverse current strategy; the previously used 
DTDA-XCN valve and a modified version of this valve which uses a smaller coil used in 
Sun Hydraulics DAAA valves. A hydraulic circuit was built to evaluate the valves. The 
electrically controlled on/off valves were placed in between two high frequency pressure 
transducers. A fixed displacement pump with a 31 l/min at 124 bar capability was used to 
supply the flow and the circuit’s operating pressure was adjusted using the pressure relief 
valve. Experiments were conducted at steady state conditions in both forward and reverse 
flow. Results show that the new set of valves yield faster response times compared to the 
previously used valves. An 80% improvement in turn-on response time and 64% 
improvement in the turn-off response was obtained. The simulation model was then used 
to predict the improvement in efficiency using the new set of valves; the model predicted 
a 15% increase in efficiency in the partial flow diverting operating mode and an 8% 
increase in the sequential flow diverting mode using the modified valves. The new valves 







showed that the faster valves improved the efficiency of the digital pump/motor unit by 
up to 12% when running in the partial flow diverting operating mode and by up to 5% in 
the sequential flow diverting mode. 
The advantages and disadvantages of each operating strategy were also discussed; the 
efficiency and ripples of each of the operating strategies and how to actively switch 
between them was studied. Many factors influence the selection of the best strategy; these 
factors include the valves characteristics, unit’s size and number of pistons, and operating 
conditions. To achieve the smoothest mode switching transition, the switch needs to 
occur at the of the delivery stroke when the piston is at TDC. This could be implemented 
on a piston-by-piston basis during the transition cycle until all pistons are operating in the 
new strategy. 
Efficiency and pressure ripple based mode switching were also investigated. The goal 
was to actively switch between operating strategies with the goal of maximizing 
efficiency and reducing ripples. Efficiency mode switching was based on an 
experimentally determined lookup table; the lookup table was found by running the test 
stand in all operating strategies, at displacements of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%, shaft 
speeds of 300 rpm, 500 rpm, and 700 rpm, and differential pressures of 34.5 bar, 103.4 
bar, and 172.4 bar. All the data was then imported into a lookup table which was used for 
an efficiency mode switching algorithm. The algorithm was written to use the current 
operating conditions and interpolate them to the nearest data set in the lookup table; the 
lookup table would have a data set for each operating strategy and the operating strategy 
with the highest efficiency was selected. The current 3-piston test stand had the highest 
efficiency in the sequential flow diverting strategy, so this strategy was selected by the 
algorithm. However, strategy selection would be more diverse if faster or larger flow rate 
valves were used. 
Pressure ripple based mode selection was also investigated; simulation and experimental 
results showed that sequential strategies would have the lowest pressure ripples; this 
occurred since the valves on the high pressure side would switch less due to having 







strategies due to the presence of an accumulator on the high pressure side. In a 3-piston 
digital pump/motor unit with an accumulator mounted on the high pressure side, 
sequential flow limiting operating strategy yielded the highest efficiency and lowest 
ripple. More work could be done to investigate mode selection on a 7-piston unit with 
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Appendix A Matlab parameters m-files 
% Pump parameters 
clear all,close all,clc; 
count = 101; displacement=[]; 
  
  
dmax=1; %Start simulation at this displacement 
dmin=0.25; %End Simulation at this displacement 
inc=-0.25; %increment of displacement 
  
dig_idle_states = 1; % Digital displacement 0 = limiting and active, 1 = diverting and 
active 
dig_enable = 0; % 0 = not enabled, 1 = digital displacement and need to change dig_disp 
value 
strategy = 0; 
% 0 = flow diverting - pumping; 
% 1 = flow limiting - pumping - voiding; 
% 2 = motoring - flow diverting 
% 3 = motoring - flow limiting 
  
t_trans_on = 4/1000; 
  
t_trans_off = 4/1000; 
  
% Chamber 1 
% v1_opn_delay=0/1000; % seconds; on advance of 5 to 8 minus delay of 4 = 1 to 4 
ch1_v1_opn_delay= 5/1000; 
% v1_cls_delay=10/1000; % 10, seconds, off advance of 16 minus delay of 6 = 10 
ch1_v1_cls_delay= 16/1000; 
% Delay in valve 2 opening (-x represents a delay of x) 
ch1_v2_opn_delay = 6/1000; % 
% Delay in valve 2 closing (-x represents a delay of x) 
ch1_v2_cls_delay = 18/1000; % 
  
% Chamber 2 
% v1_opn_delay=0/1000; % seconds; on advance of 5 to 8 minus delay of 4 = 1 to 4 
ch2_v1_opn_delay= 5/1000; 
% v1_cls_delay=10/1000; % 10, seconds, off advance of 16 minus delay of 6 = 10 
ch2_v1_cls_delay= 20/1000; 
% Delay in valve 2 opening (-x represents a delay of x) 
ch2_v2_opn_delay = 6/1000; % 
% Delay in valve 2 closing (-x represents a delay of x) 









% Chamber 3 
ch3_v1_opn_delay= 6/1000; 
ch3_v1_cls_delay= 22/1000; 
% Delay in valve 2 opening (-x represents a delay of x) 
ch3_v2_opn_delay = 6/1000; % 
% Delay in valve 2 closing (-x represents a delay of x) 
ch3_v2_cls_delay = 17/1000; % 
  
ch1_man_state = 2; % 0 = limiting, 1 = diverting, 2 = active valves and then use strategy 
variable 
ch2_man_state = 2; % These variables used when dig_enable set to 0 
ch3_man_state = 2; % default should be 2 (active valve state) 
  
bulk = 5857;        % bar, bulk modulus 
 
temp_C = 50;    % Oil temp in degree C 
dens = -0.796806*temp_C + 888.969; 
k_visc = 2.2e-5;    % m^2/s, kinematic viscosity, shell tellus 32 at 50C 
Cd = 0.6;           % orifice discharge coefficient 
Preload_force = 23; % N 
coul_fric_coeff = 2e-6; %N/Pa 
visc_fric_coeff = 1;%100;  %N/(m/s) 
pistons = 3;        % number of pistons 
DataT=inf; 
P_inlet = 250/14.5;        % Bar, inlet pressure 
P_safety = 3000/14.5 + 100/14.5;  % bar, Safety Pressure 
D_piston = 20;       % mm, diameter of pumping piston 16.2mm for 28cc 
A_piston = pi*D_piston^2/4;  %mm^2, area of piston 
stroke = 20;         % mm, piston stroke length 20mm for 28cc, 24mm for 75cc pump 
A_outlet = 47.92;       % mm^2 pump outlet area opening 
A_inlet = 47.92;       % mm^2 pump inlet area opening 
V_dead = 7700;       % mm^3, dead volume of piston chamber of CAT pump 
  
% Slider crank initial positions 
r2 = stroke/2; 
r3 = 3.543*25.4;  % 3.543 is in inches converted to mm 
 
Piston_max = r2*cos(0)+sqrt(r2.^2*(cos(0)).^2-r2.^2+r3^2); 
Piston_min = r2*cos(pi)+sqrt(r2.^2*(cos(pi)).^2-r2.^2+r3^2); 
Piston_initial_0 = 0; 
Piston_initial_1 = Piston_max - (r2*cos(1*2*pi/3)+sqrt(r2.^2*(cos(1*2*pi/3)).^2-
r2.^2+r3^2)); 









 hold_current = 1.5;  % Amps, hold current amps from experimental results 1.5 amps 
voltage = 12;   % Volts, DC hold voltage input, 55 VDC at 22% duty cycle = 12 volts 
peak_elec = 0.7361;  % Joules, Calculated with electrical_power_calc.m using 55 volts 
and measured current 
rev_elec = 0.2475;  % Joules,  Calculated with electrical_power_calc.m using 55 volts 
and measured current 
  
 
for dd = [dmax:inc:dmin] 
    % for dd = [0.346 0.347 0.88 0.881 0.882] 
    % for dd = [0.25 0.5 0.75 1] 
     
    displacement=[displacement dd] 
    dig_disp = dd; % when in digital disp vary from 0 to 1 for 0% to 100% disp 
    for nn = [2500 1500 500] 
        for pp = [2500 1500 500] 
            disp = dd;   % pump displacement 0 to 1 is 0% to 100% displacement 
            speed = nn;         % rev/min 
            Ts=120/(speed*4000); 
            filtT=Ts; 
            P_outlet = pp/14.5 + P_inlet;      % Bar, outlet pressure 
            dP = P_outlet - P_inlet;    % Bar, delta Pressure 
            w_shaft = speed*pi/30;            %rad/s 
                        sim('Cat_pump_digital_2012_HIL_discrete_relief_barplots.slx'); 
            len = size(t); 
            pointer = len(1); 
            Q_avg_in = Q_in_avg(pointer); 
            Q_avg_out = Q_out_avg(pointer); 
            dp_valve_high_3=QdP3(pointer); %% q*dp for high 3 
            Q_valve_high=QdP2(pointer); %%q*dp for high 2 
            dp_valve_high=QdP1(pointer); %%q*dp for high 1 
            qxdp_high = QxdPsum(pointer); %% sum q*dp for high 
            qxdp_high_after=QxdPsumafter(pointer); %% sum q*dp for high after integration 
            loss_comp = comp_loss(pointer); 
            loss_elec = elec_loss(pointer); 
            loss_valve_hi = valve_hi_loss(pointer); 
            loss_valve_low = valve_low_loss(pointer); 
            loss_valve = valve_loss(pointer); 
            loss_valve1 = valve_loss1(pointer); 
            loss_valve2 = valve_loss2(pointer); 
            loss_valve3 = valve_loss3(pointer); 
            loss_visc_fric = Fric_loss(pointer); 
            loss_visc_fric1= Fric_loss1(pointer);  %loss cyl 1 
            loss_visc_fric2= Fric_loss2(pointer);  %loss cyl 2 








            loss_leak = leak_loss(pointer); 
            p_eff = eff_p(pointer); 
            m_eff = eff_m(pointer); 
            p_eff_elec = eff_p_elec(pointer); 
            energy_hyd = hyd_energy(pointer); 
            energy_shaft = shaft_energy(pointer); 
            % 
            filename = ['FD_pump_CATsim_',num2str(count)]; 
             
            save([char(foldername) char(filename)]) 
            count = count + 1; 
                    end 
    end 
end 
%% M-file for Loading parameters 
clearvars -except foldername displacement 
cd(char(foldername)) 
% clearvars -except displacement, close all,clc 
% set(0,'defaultAxesFontSize', 10) 




k = 1; 
for i=101:100+length(displacement) 
    name = ['FD_pump_CATsim_', num2str(i),'.mat']; 
    full_file_name_array(k,:) = name; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
  
% for i=101:136 
%     name = ['FL_pump_CATsim_', num2str(i),'.mat']; 
%     full_file_name_array(k,:) = name; 
%     k = k + 1 
% end 
% 
% for i=101:136 
%     name = ['DD_pump_CATsim_', num2str(i),'.mat']; 
%     full_file_name_array(k,:) = name; 
%     k = k + 1 
% end 
% 
% for i=101:136 
%     name = ['DL_pump_CATsim_', num2str(i),'.mat']; 








%     k = k + 1 
% end 
  
[lgth wdth] = size(full_file_name_array); 
file_string = char(full_file_name_array);  % convert to a string array from a cell array 
  
for z = 1:lgth 
    fileName(1,:) = file_string(z,:); 
    load(fileName(1,:)); 
    QQ_in(:,z) = Q_avg_in; 
    QQ_out(:,z) = Q_avg_out; 
    dPdP(:,z) = dP; 
    FD_disp(:,z) = dd*100; 
    ee_hyd(:,z) = energy_hyd; 
    ee_shaft(:,z) = energy_shaft; 
    ll_comp(:,z) = loss_comp; 
    ll_elec(:,z) = loss_elec; 
    ll_leak(:,z) = loss_leak; 
    ll_valve(:,z) = loss_valve; 
    ll_valvelow(:,z) = loss_valve_low; %% 
    ll_valvehigh(:,z) = loss_valve_hi; %% 
    ll_qdp3(:,z)=dp_valve_high_3; %saving qdp 3 
    ll_qdp2(:,z)=Q_valve_high; %saving the sum of flow in the high pressure valve 
    ll_qdp1(:,z)=dp_valve_high; %saving sum of dp in the high pressure valve 
    ll_qxdp_high(:,z) = qxdp_high;  %saving the sum of dp*q in high pressure 
    ll_qxdp_high_after(:,z)=qxdp_high_after; %saving the sum of dp*q in high pressure 
after integration 
    ll_valve1(:,z) = loss_valve1; 
    ll_valve2(:,z) = loss_valve2; 
    ll_valve3(:,z) = loss_valve3; 
    ll_visc_fric(:,z) = loss_visc_fric; 
    ll_visc_fric1(:,z) = loss_visc_fric1;   %added to find loss in cyl 1 
    ll_visc_fric2(:,z) = loss_visc_fric2;   %added to find loss in cyl 2 
    ll_visc_fric3(:,z) = loss_visc_fric3;   %added to find loss in cyl 3 
    eta_p(:,z) = p_eff; 
    eta_p_elec(:,z) = p_eff_elec; 
    nn_speed(:,z) = speed; 
    strat(:,z) = strategy; 
    tt_trans_on(:,z) = t_trans_on; 
    tt_trans_off(:,z) = t_trans_off; 
    ch1_tt_delay_opn(:,z) = ch1_v1_opn_delay; 
    ch1_tt_delay_cls(:,z) = ch1_v1_cls_delay; 
    ch2_tt_delay_opn(:,z) = ch2_v1_opn_delay; 
    ch2_tt_delay_cls(:,z) = ch2_v1_cls_delay; 








    ch3_tt_delay_cls(:,z) = ch3_v1_cls_delay; 
    tt(:,z) = t; 
    QQ_out_total(:,z) = Q_out_total; 
    ddisp(:,z) = disp*100; 
    psi_p(:,z) = pp; 












































Appendix B Matlab m-files compiled onto Veristand 
















t_ch1_v2_delay_on = t_ch1_v2_on_prev_value; 
t_ch2_v2_delay_on = t_ch2_v2_on_prev_value; 
t_ch3_v2_delay_on = t_ch3_v2_on_prev_value; 
t_ch1_v1_delay_off = t_ch1_v1_off_prev_value; 
t_ch2_v1_delay_off = t_ch2_v1_off_prev_value; 
t_ch3_v1_delay_off = t_ch3_v1_off_prev_value; 
t_ch1_v1_delay_on = t_ch1_v1_on_prev_value; 
t_ch2_v1_delay_on = t_ch2_v1_on_prev_value; 
t_ch3_v1_delay_on = t_ch3_v1_on_prev_value; 
t_ch1_v2_delay_off = t_ch1_v2_off_prev_value; 
t_ch2_v2_delay_off = t_ch2_v2_off_prev_value; 
t_ch3_v2_delay_off = t_ch3_v2_off_prev_value; 
  
 
% t refers to time 
% ch1 refers to chamber 1 
% ch2 refers to chamber 2 
% ch3 refers to chamber 3 
% v1 refers to valve 1 
% v2 refers to valve 2 
% P1 is low pressure 
% P2 is high pressure 











    t_start_on=16;           %Find time after 20 elements (4 ms) 
    t_start_off=75;          %Find time after 75 elements (15 ms) 
     
    %corrects the timing of valve 2 turn on in chamber 1 
    if ch1_v2_signal>0 
        num_delay_1 = 1.04*P2_filt;      %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P2(t_start_on:end)>num_delay_1);  %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
 
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 
            loc_slope=find(P2_slope(t_start_on:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on)<=1);      %Locate 
the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch1_v2_delay_on=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_on-1)*0.2; 
            end 
        else            %If array is empty, lower pressure threshold 
            num_delay_1 = 1.03*P2_filt;      %Find cutoff pressure 
            loc_delay_1=find(P2(t_start_on:end)>num_delay_1);    %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
            if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 
                
loc_slope=find(P2_slope(t_start_on:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on)<=1);      %Locate the 
delay 
                if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                    t_ch1_v2_delay_on=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_on-1)*0.2; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        if abs(t_ch1_v2_delay_on-ch1_v2_on_advance)>2     %If the time value is 2 ms 
difference than veristand preset value, display previous value 
            t_ch1_v2_delay_on=t_ch1_v2_on_prev_value; 
        end 
    end 
     
    %corrects the timing of valve 2 turn on in chamber 2 
    if ch2_v2_signal>0 
        num_delay_1 = 1.04*P2_filt;         %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P2(t_start_on:end)>num_delay_1);     %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 
            loc_slope=find(P2_slope(t_start_on:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on)<=1);      %Locate 
the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 








            end 
        else            %If array is empty, lower pressure threshold 
            num_delay_1 = 1.03*P2_filt;          %Find cutoff pressure 
            loc_delay_1=find(P2(t_start_on:end)>num_delay_1);     %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
            if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 
                
loc_slope=find(P2_slope(t_start_on:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on)<=1);      %Locate the 
delay 
                if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                    t_ch2_v2_delay_on=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_on-1)*0.2; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        if abs(t_ch2_v2_delay_on-ch2_v2_on_advance)>2     %If the time value is 2 ms 
difference than veristand preset value, display previous value 
            t_ch2_v2_delay_on=t_ch2_v2_on_prev_value; 
        end 
    end 
     
    %corrects the timing of valve 2 turn on in chamber 3 
    if ch3_v2_signal>0 
        num_delay_1 = 1.04*P2_filt;           %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P2(t_start_on:end)>num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 
            loc_slope=find(P2_slope(t_start_on:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on)<=1);      %Locate 
the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch3_v2_delay_on=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_on-1)*0.2; 
            end 
        else               %If array is empty, lower pressure threshold 
            num_delay_1 = 1.03*P2_filt;           %Find cutoff pressure 
            loc_delay_1=find(P2(t_start_on:end)>num_delay_1);             %Find index of 
cutoff pressure 
            if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 
                
loc_slope=find(P2_slope(t_start_on:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on)<=1);      %Locate the 
delay 
                if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                    t_ch3_v2_delay_on=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_on-1)*0.2; 
                end 
            end 








        if abs(t_ch3_v2_delay_on-ch3_v2_on_advance)>2     %If the time value is 2 ms 
difference than veristand preset value, display previous value 
            t_ch3_v2_delay_on=t_ch3_v2_on_prev_value; 
        end 
    end 
     
    % Correcting ch1 Valve 1 closing time 
    if ch1_v1_signal<0 
        num_delay_1 = 0.96*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_off:end)<num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
         
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0   %check if array is empty 
            loc_slope=find(P1_slope(t_start_off:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_off)>=-
1);      %Locate the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch1_v1_delay_off=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_off-1)*0.2; 
            end 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    % Correcting ch2 Valve 1 closing time 
    if ch2_v1_signal<0 
        num_delay_1 = 0.96*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_off:end)<num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
         
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0   %check if array is empty 
            loc_slope=find(P1_slope(t_start_off:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_off)>=-
1);      %Locate the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch2_v1_delay_off=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_off-1)*0.2; 
            end 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    % Correcting ch3 Valve 1 closing time 
    if ch3_v1_signal<0 
        num_delay_1 = 0.96*P1_filt;         %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_off:end)<num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
         








            loc_slope=find(P1_slope(t_start_off:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_off)>=-
1);      %Locate the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch3_v1_delay_off=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_off-1)*0.2; 
            end 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    %corrects the timing of valve 1 turn on in chamber 1 
    if ch1_v1_signal>0 
        num_delay_1 = 1.04*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_on:end)>num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 
            loc_slope=find(P1_slope(t_start_on:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on)<=1);      %Locate 
the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch1_v1_delay_on=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_on)*0.2+0.6; 
            end 
        else 
            num_delay_1 = 0.96*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 
            loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_on:end)<num_delay_1);             %Find index of 
cutoff pressure 
             
            if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 && loc_delay_1(1)<=((ch1_v1_on_advance-
t_start_on+3)/0.2)   %check if array is empty and index less than (preset advance time 
(ms) + 2) 
                loc_slope=find(P1_slope(loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on-
1:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on-1+10)>=1);      %Locate the delay 
                if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                    t_ch1_v1_delay_on=(loc_slope(1)+loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on-1)*0.2-2.4; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
                     
        if abs(t_ch1_v1_delay_on-ch1_v1_on_advance)>2     %If the time value is 2 ms 
difference than veristand preset value, display previous value 
            t_ch1_v1_delay_on=t_ch1_v1_on_prev_value; 
        end 
    end 
     
    %corrects the timing of valve 1 turn on in chamber 2 
    if ch2_v1_signal>0 








        loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_on:end)>num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 
            loc_slope=find(P1_slope(t_start_on:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on)<=1);      %Locate 
the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch2_v1_delay_on=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_on)*0.2+0.6; 
            end 
        else 
            num_delay_1 = 0.96*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 
            loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_on:end)<num_delay_1);             %Find index of 
cutoff pressure 
             
            if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 && loc_delay_1(1)<=((ch2_v1_on_advance-
t_start_on+3)/0.2)   %check if array is empty and index less than (preset advance time 
(ms) + 2) 
                loc_slope=find(P1_slope(loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on-
1:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on-1+10)>=1);      %Locate the delay 
                if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                    t_ch2_v1_delay_on=(loc_slope(1)+loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on-1)*0.2-2.4; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        if abs(t_ch2_v1_delay_on-ch2_v1_on_advance)>2     %If the time value is 2 ms 
difference than veristand preset value, display previous value 
            t_ch2_v1_delay_on=t_ch2_v1_on_prev_value; 
        end 
    end 
     
    %corrects the timing of valve 1 turn on in chamber 3 
    if ch3_v1_signal>0 
        num_delay_1 = 1.04*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_on:end)>num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 
            loc_slope=find(P1_slope(t_start_on:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on)<=1);      %Locate 
the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch3_v1_delay_on=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_on)*0.2+0.6; 
            end 
        else 
            num_delay_1 = 0.96*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 









                        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0 && loc_delay_1(1)<=((ch3_v1_on_advance-
t_start_on+3)/0.2)   %check if array is empty and index less than (preset advance time 
(ms) + 2) 
                loc_slope=find(P1_slope(loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on-
1:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on-1+10)>=1);      %Locate the delay 
                if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                    t_ch3_v1_delay_on=(loc_slope(1)+loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_on-1)*0.2-2.4; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        if abs(t_ch3_v1_delay_on-ch3_v1_on_advance)>2     %If the time value is 2 ms 
difference than veristand preset value, display previous value 
            t_ch3_v1_delay_on=t_ch3_v1_on_prev_value; 
        end 
    end 
     
    % Correcting ch1 Valve 2 closing time 
    if ch1_v2_signal<0 
        num_delay_1 = 0.97*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_off:end)<num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
         
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0   %check if array is empty 
            loc_slope=find(P1_slope(t_start_off:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_off)>=-
1);      %Locate the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch1_v2_delay_off=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_off-1)*0.2; 
            end 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    % Correcting ch2 Valve 2 closing time 
    if ch2_v2_signal<0 
        num_delay_1 = 0.97*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_off:end)<num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
         
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0   %check if array is empty 
            loc_slope=find(P1_slope(t_start_off:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_off)>=-
1);      %Locate the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch2_v2_delay_off=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_off-1)*0.2; 








        end 
         
    end 
     
    % Correcting ch3 Valve 2 closing time 
    if ch3_v2_signal<0 
        num_delay_1 = 0.97*P1_filt;                   %Find cutoff pressure 
        loc_delay_1=find(P1(t_start_off:end)<num_delay_1);             %Find index of cutoff 
pressure 
         
        if isempty(loc_delay_1)==0   %check if array is empty 
            loc_slope=find(P1_slope(t_start_off:loc_delay_1(1)+t_start_off)>=-
1);      %Locate the delay 
            if isempty(loc_slope)==0 
                t_ch3_v2_delay_off=(loc_slope(end)+t_start_off-1)*0.2; 
            end 
        end 
                 
    end 
end 
% Peak and frequency detection algorithm 
 
 


















peak_average = peak_average_prev_value; 
period = period_prev_value; 
  








    t_end=50;                                               % look at a 50 element range (10 ms) 
     
    P_avg = mean(P_high); 
    P_cutoff = 1.05*P_avg;                                  % cutoff pressure to ignore low peaks 
     
    %Ripple caused by Valve 2 in Chamber 1 in high pressure side 
    ch1_v2_trigger = diff(ch1_v2_signal);                   % difference vector 
    ch1_v2_trigger_loc = find(ch1_v2_trigger>0)+1;          % index of valve turn-on 
trigger (one per cycle) 
     
    if isempty(ch1_v2_trigger_loc)==0 
        if length(P_high)>=(ch1_v2_trigger_loc(1)+t_end) 
            P_high_ch1 = 
P_high(ch1_v2_trigger_loc(1):ch1_v2_trigger_loc(1)+t_end); %use pressure data from 
valve trigger with a length of t_end 
            [val_peak1_ch1,index1_ch1] = max(P_high_ch1); 
            loc_peak1_ch1 = index1_ch1 + ch1_v2_trigger_loc(1)-1; 
        end 
         
         
        if length(P_high)>=(ch1_v2_trigger_loc(2)+t_end) 
            P_high_ch1 = P_high(ch1_v2_trigger_loc(2):ch1_v2_trigger_loc(2)+t_end); 
            [val_peak2_ch1,index2_ch1] = max(P_high_ch1); 
            loc_peak2_ch1 = index2_ch1 + ch1_v2_trigger_loc(2)-1; 
        end 
    end 
     
    %Ripple caused by Valve 2 in Chamber 2 in high pressure side 
    ch2_v2_trigger = diff(ch2_v2_signal);                   % difference vector 
    ch2_v2_trigger_loc = find(ch2_v2_trigger>0)+1;          % index of valve turn-on 
trigger (one per cycle) 
     
    if isempty(ch2_v2_trigger_loc)==0 
        if length(P_high)>=(ch2_v2_trigger_loc(1)+t_end) 
            P_high_ch2 = P_high(ch2_v2_trigger_loc(1):ch2_v2_trigger_loc(1)+t_end); 
            [val_peak1_ch2,index1_ch2] = max(P_high_ch2); 
            loc_peak1_ch2 = index1_ch2 + ch2_v2_trigger_loc(1)-1; 
        end 
         
         
        if length(P_high)>=(ch2_v2_trigger_loc(2)+t_end) 
            P_high_ch2 = P_high(ch2_v2_trigger_loc(2):ch2_v2_trigger_loc(2)+t_end); 
            [val_peak2_ch2,index2_ch2] = max(P_high_ch2); 
            loc_peak2_ch2 = index2_ch2 + ch2_v2_trigger_loc(2)-1; 








    end 
     
    %Ripple caused by Valve 2 in Chamber 2 in high pressure side 
    ch3_v2_trigger = diff(ch3_v2_signal);                   % difference vector 
    ch3_v2_trigger_loc = find(ch3_v2_trigger>0)+1;          % index of valve turn-on 
trigger (one per cycle) 
     
    if isempty(ch3_v2_trigger_loc)==0 
        if length(P_high)>=(ch3_v2_trigger_loc(1)+t_end) 
            P_high_ch3 = P_high(ch3_v2_trigger_loc(1):ch3_v2_trigger_loc(1)+t_end); 
            [val_peak1_ch3,index1_ch3] = max(P_high_ch3); 
            loc_peak1_ch3 = index1_ch3 + ch3_v2_trigger_loc(1)-1; 
        end 
         
         
        if length(P_high)>=(ch3_v2_trigger_loc(2)+t_end) 
            P_high_ch3 = P_high(ch3_v2_trigger_loc(2):ch3_v2_trigger_loc(2)+t_end); 
            [val_peak2_ch3,index2_ch3] = max(P_high_ch3); 
            loc_peak2_ch3 = index2_ch3 + ch3_v2_trigger_loc(2)-1; 
        end 
    end 




index_array = [loc_peak1_ch1 loc_peak2_ch1 loc_peak1_ch2 loc_peak2_ch2 
loc_peak1_ch3 loc_peak2_ch3]; 
  
period = (max(index_array)-min(index_array))/(5*5); 
peak_average= (val_peak1_ch1 + val_peak2_ch1 + val_peak1_ch2 + val_peak2_ch2 + 














% Efficiency based mode switching algorithm 
 
function [strategy]  = mode_switching_eff(disp, n, pressure) 
  
% Displacement, speed (rpm), dP (bar), efficiency, strategy (0 PFD, 1 PFL, 
% 2 SFD, 3 SFL) 
% Lookup table 
 
table=[ 
100 300.0   34.47   79.96   0 
100 300.0   103.42  90.32   0 
100 300.0   172.37  91.42   0 
100 500.0   34.47   75.81   0 
100 500.0   103.42  88.75   0 
100 500.0   172.37  90.37   0 
100 700.0   34.47   73.09   0 
100 700.0   103.42  85.84   0 
100 700.0   172.37  89.91   0 
75  300.0   34.47   69.50   0 
75  300.0   103.42  84.62   0 
75  300.0   172.37  88.37   0 
75  500.0   34.47   66.06   0 
75  500.0   103.42  81.27   0 
75  500.0   172.37  81.41   0 
75  700.0   34.47   63.32   0 
75  700.0   103.42  73.48   0 
75  700.0   172.37  79.77   0 
50  300.0   34.47   62.04   0 
50  300.0   103.42  71.37   0 
50  300.0   172.37  83.32   0 
50  500.0   34.47   54.93   0 
50  500.0   103.42  65.32   0 
50  500.0   172.37  64.60   0 
50  700.0   34.47   49.52   0 
50  700.0   103.42  64.88   0 
50  700.0   172.37  63.73   0 
25  300.0   34.47   44.53   0 
25  300.0   103.42  60.51   0 
25  300.0   172.37  69.18   0 
25  500.0   34.47   37.26   0 
25  500.0   103.42  58.21   0 
25  500.0   172.37  54.28   0 
25  700.0   34.47   32.66   0 
25  700.0   103.42  45.90   0 








100 300.0   34.47   79.28   1 
100 300.0   103.42  90.40   1 
100 300.0   172.37  91.44   1 
100 500.0   34.47   78.64   1 
100 500.0   103.42  88.99   1 
100 500.0   172.37  91.56   1 
100 700.0   34.47   75.83   1 
100 700.0   103.42  87.75   1 
100 700.0   172.37  89.55   1 
75  300.0   34.47   76.62   1 
75  300.0   103.42  88.44   1 
75  300.0   172.37  90.77   1 
75  500.0   34.47   71.65   1 
75  500.0   103.42  85.04   1 
75  500.0   172.37  88.23   1 
75  700.0   34.47   65.67   1 
75  700.0   103.42  81.19   1 
75  700.0   172.37  83.20   1 
50  300.0   34.47   66.78   1 
50  300.0   103.42  82.29   1 
50  300.0   172.37  84.55   1 
50  500.0   34.47   60.90   1 
50  500.0   103.42  77.00   1 
50  500.0   172.37  78.77   1 
50  700.0   34.47   50.88   1 
50  700.0   103.42  77.75   1 
50  700.0   172.37  81.83   1 
25  300.0   34.47   49.92   1 
25  300.0   103.42  64.57   1 
25  300.0   172.37  66.20   1 
25  500.0   34.47   48.84   1 
25  500.0   103.42  68.99   1 
25  500.0   172.37  73.85   1 
25  700.0   34.47   46.76   1 
25  700.0   103.42  67.71   1 
25  700.0   172.37  74.07   1 
100 300.0   34.47   81.32   2 
100 300.0   103.42  90.66   2 
100 300.0   172.37  92.25   2 
100 500.0   34.47   77.85   2 
100 500.0   103.42  89.10   2 
100 500.0   172.37  91.43   2 
100 700.0   34.47   75.26   2 
100 700.0   103.42  87.77   2 








75  300.0   34.47   75.38   2 
75  300.0   103.42  86.97   2 
75  300.0   172.37  87.05   2 
75  500.0   34.47   74.22   2 
75  500.0   103.42  85.80   2 
75  500.0   172.37  87.46   2 
75  700.0   34.47   69.14   2 
75  700.0   103.42  84.58   2 
75  700.0   172.37  87.43   2 
50  300.0   34.47   69.00   2 
50  300.0   103.42  81.08   2 
50  300.0   172.37  83.33   2 
50  500.0   34.47   66.15   2 
50  500.0   103.42  82.81   2 
50  500.0   172.37  87.34   2 
50  700.0   34.47   60.09   2 
50  700.0   103.42  80.33   2 
50  700.0   172.37  85.84   2 
25  300.0   34.47   51.68   2 
25  300.0   103.42  68.96   2 
25  300.0   172.37  75.48   2 
25  500.0   34.47   50.06   2 
25  500.0   103.42  70.29   2 
25  500.0   172.37  74.92   2 
25  700.0   34.47   42.96   2 
25  700.0   103.42  67.23   2 
25  700.0   172.37  74.51   2 
100 300.0   34.47   81.64   3 
100 300.0   103.42  90.05   3 
100 300.0   172.37  92.52   3 
100 500.0   34.47   79.56   3 
100 500.0   103.42  88.98   3 
100 500.0   172.37  91.65   3 
100 700.0   34.47   76.10   3 
100 700.0   103.42  87.85   3 
100 700.0   172.37  90.10   3 
75  300.0   34.47   78.25   3 
75  300.0   103.42  86.84   3 
75  300.0   172.37  86.73   3 
75  500.0   34.47   75.70   3 
75  500.0   103.42  86.50   3 
75  500.0   172.37  88.06   3 
75  700.0   34.47   73.94   3 
75  700.0   103.42  86.54   3 








50  300.0   34.47   68.33   3 
50  300.0   103.42  81.91   3 
50  300.0   172.37  84.52   3 
50  500.0   34.47   71.37   3 
50  500.0   103.42  84.97   3 
50  500.0   172.37  87.97   3 
50  700.0   34.47   67.29   3 
50  700.0   103.42  82.98   3 
50  700.0   172.37  86.32   3 
25  300.0   34.47   51.11   3 
25  300.0   103.42  70.51   3 
25  300.0   172.37  74.09   3 
25  500.0   34.47   53.40   3 
25  500.0   103.42  71.84   3 
25  500.0   172.37  75.42   3 
25  700.0   34.47   52.83   3 
25  700.0   103.42  71.39   3 
25  700.0   172.37  76.11   3]; 
  
displacement = table(:,1); 
speed = table(:,2); 
dP = table(:,3); 
efficiency = table(:,4); 
operating_strategy = table(:,5); 
  
  
%rounding displacement to a value available in the table 
if disp/37.5<=1 
    disp=25; 
else if disp/62.5<=1 
        disp=50; 
    else if disp/87.5<=1 
        disp=75; 
        else 
            disp= 100; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%rounding speed to a value available in the table 
if n/400<=1 
    n=300; 
else if n/600<=1 
        n=500; 








            n= 700; 
        end 
end 
  
%rounding pressure to a value available in the table 
if pressure/68.945<=1 
    pressure=34.47; 
else if pressure/137.895<=1 
        pressure=103.42; 
        else 
            pressure= 172.37; 
        end 
end 
  
%find arrays which match the operating conditions (should be four, one of 
%each operating strategy) 
a = find(displacement== disp); 
b = find(speed==n); 
c = find(dP==pressure); 
common = intersect(intersect(a,b),c); 
[x,y]=max(table (common,4)); 
row=common(y); % the row with the highest efficiency 
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